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Abstract

Inertial Fusion Energy:
A Clearer View of the

Environmental and Safety Perspectives

by

Jeffery Fredrick Latkowski

Doctor of Philosophy in Nuclear Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Jasmina L. Vujic, Chair

Controlled thermonuclear fusion has the potential to provide

future generations with virtually unlimited energy that is relatively

clean, safe, and economic when compared with the alternatives that

are available for long-term use. If fusion energy is to achieve its

full potential for safety and environmental (S&E) advantages, the

S&E characteristics of fusion power plant designs must be

quantified and understood, and the resulting insights must be

embodied in the ongoing process of development of fusion energy. As

part of this task, the present work compares S&E characteristics of

five inertial and two magnetic fusion power plant designs.
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The inertial fusion energy (IFE) power plant designs include

direct- and indirect-drive designs, thick-liquid and traditional

first-wall protection schemes, and low-activation and traditional

structural materials. IFE designs analyzed in the present work

include Cascade, HYLIFE-II, Osiris, Prometheus-H, and SOMBRERO.

The magnetic fusion energy (MFE) designs, silicon carbide and

stainless steel tokamaks, likely represent the best and worst S&E

characteristics, respectively, of MFE.

For each design, a set of radiological hazard indices has been

calculated with a system of computer codes and data libraries

assembled for this purpose. These indices quantify the radiological

hazards associated with the operation of fusion power plants with

respect to three classes of hazard: accidents, occupational

exposures, and waste disposal. The three classes of hazard have been

qualitatively integrated to rank the best and worst fusion power

plant designs with respect to S&E characteristics. For example,

because it poses the least hazard in each of the hazard categories,

Osiris is the best overall IFE design. Prometheus-H was found to be

the worst overall IFE design, due primarily to its liquid-lead first

wa l l .
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From these rankings, the specific designs, and other S&E trends,

design features that result in S&E advantages have been identified.

Specifically, the use of low-activation and high-damage materials

and thick-liquid first-wall protection schemes produce designs with

favorable S&E characteristics.

Additionally, key areas for future fusion research have been

identified. Specific experiments needed include the investigation of

elemental release rates (expanded to include many more materials)

and the verification of sequential charged-particle reactions.

Finally, improvements to the calculational methodology are

recommended to enable future comparative analyses to represent

more accurately the radiological hazards presented by fusion power

plants. The use of heat-transfer models and a chemical-reaction

kinetics package would improve the reliability of release fraction

calculations. The dose library should be expanded to ensure that all

significant radionuclides have been included. Finally, future work

must consider economic effects. Trade-offs among design features

will be decided not by S&E characteristics alone, but also by cost-

benefit analyses.
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1 . Introduction

Controlled thermonuclear fusion has the potential to provide

future generations with an energy source that is virtually unlimited

and is relatively clean, safe, and economic when compared with the

alternatives that are available for long-term use. If fusion’s

potential for environmental and safety advantages is to be fully

realized, however, the environmental and safety characteristics of

fusion power plant designs must be understood and quantified, and

the resulting insights must be embodied in the ongoing process of

development of fusion energy in commercializable forms. As part of

that process, this dissertation quantifies the environmental and

safety characteristics of inertial fusion energy (IFE). IFE, along with

magnetic fusion energy (MFE), is one of the two principal approaches

to fusion now being proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

1 .1  Background

Fusion occurs when light nuclei, such as deuterium and tritium,

are joined. The process can occur only under extreme temperatures

that allow such nuclei to overcome the repulsive Coulomb forces
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that keep them apart. The fusion of a single mole of deuterium with

one of tritium (the easiest fusion reaction to produce in the

laboratory) releases as much energy as the combustion of nearly 70

tons of bituminous coal. During normal operation of a fusion power

plant, the fusion by-products would be nearly entirely contained; the

combustion of the corresponding quantity of coal would release

approximately 200 tons of CO2  gas.

A 1000 MWe power plant would use 1 mole of deuterium-tritium

(DT) fuel or 50 tons of coal every 10 minutes. Even if it were 30%

efficient, a solar power plant would require a land area of more than

5 km2 in order to provide the same power. Fusion power has clear

advantages over coal and solar in resources used and by-products

produced. Fusion power, if safe and economical, holds great promise

for future societies.

Three different methods for confinement of a fusion plasma

exist: gravitational, magnetic, and inertial. Gravitational

confinement is used by the sun and all of the other stars in the

universe. For obvious reasons, gravitationally confined fusion is not

practical on a laboratory scale. Magnetic fusion has been researched

for nearly four decades. Although magnetic fusion research has
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progressed to the point at which energy break-even may soon be

achieved in the laboratory, much more research will be required to

reach the point of technological and economic feasibility.

IFE has not progressed as far as its magnetic fusion counterpart,

due, at least in part, to historically smaller research budgets and

classification issues which, until recently, precluded much

international collaboration. There have been some milestones

reached in the HALITE/CENTURION program; for example, energy from

underground explosions at the Nevada Test Site was used to implode

an inertial fusion capsule [1]. Such experiments put to rest

fundamental questions about basic feasibility to achieve high gain

[1]. Currently envisioned research projects, such as the National

Ignition Facility (NIF), would bring inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

beyond the point of energy break-even in the laboratory.

Despite fusion’s potential to achieve a superior safety and

environmental record, recent magnetic fusion energy (MFE) reports

have shown that its full potential is not achieved automatically

[2,3]. In addition to basic fusion research, safety studies must be

performed in parallel. A high degree of safety (and a low degree of

overall hazard) may be achieved only when intelligent design
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decisions are made in areas such as materials selection and modes

of operation. Where decisions cannot be made with today’s level of

knowledge, additional research is required.

Although past major studies have compared the environment,

safety, and health (ES&H) characteristics of several MFE power plant

designs, no comparably detailed work has been completed for IFE

[2,3,4]. The main goal of this work is to compare several IFE power

plant designs, on equal footing, and draw conclusions about their

ES&H characteristics. Design trends which affect IFE’s likelihood of

achieving its full potential with respect to ES&H characteristics

will be identified. A secondary goal of this work is to compare the

IFE designs to two representative MFE designs. Such a comparison

may reveal fundamental advantages of one technology over the other.

Such advantages, if they become apparent, may serve to guide future

research in fusion energy. Finally, this work seeks to identify high-

leverage research areas: those which may result in the greatest

benefit for a given amount of research.
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1 .2  Future energy demand

The great advances of the industrial and technological ages have

been possible, in part, because of the availability of cheap fossil

fuels [4]. Estimates of the global energy demand in the year 2030

range from about 10 TW•yr/yr, which actually represents a 25%

decrease from the 1990 energy use, to more than 30 TW•yr/yr [2].

The World Energy Council estimates that the energy demand of

developing countries will increase threefold by the year 2020. That

of North America should increase by 13%  [5]. In the developing

countries, China and India are of particular concern. Even if these

countries sustain their current annual rates of growth, their per-

capita energy consumption would remain less than one-third of that

of the United States (where demand is still growing). By 2010,

developing countries should produce nearly one-half of the world’s

annual CO2 emissions: both China and India plan to use their large

coal reserves to support their growth [5]. China’s current rate of

growth, if sustained, will require the construction of a medium-

sized power plant every week until the year 2000 and one every few

days beyond 2000 [5].
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Increased energy demand cannot be satisfied indefinitely with

fossil fuels and other currently available energy resources. The

effects of increased demand are exacerbated in developing countries

in which modern pollution controls are not necessarily legislated or

even available.

1 .3  Future energy supply

No known energy source is totally safe or completely

environmentally benign. The combustion of coal produces a large

amount of CO2 and its mining and transportation produce other

environmental hazards [2].  Fission reactors produce large quantities

of high-level radioactive waste for which there is currently no

officially accepted method of disposal in the United States. Due to

reactor accidents at Three-Mile Island and Chernobyl, fission

reactors also have questionable safety records and suffer from a

lack of public acceptance. Even wind power, which might appear to

be totally environmentally benign, has environmental costs: during

the past two years, nearly 8% of the western USA population of bald

eagles have died in collisions with windmills in the Altamont Pass

near San Francisco [4]. As sources of coal, natural gas, uranium, and
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oil become depleted and favorable locations for hydroelectric and

wind power become more scarce, environmental costs are likely to

rise.

In the long-term, there appear to be only three options for

sustainable energy sources: fission breeder reactors, solar energy,

and energy from fusion [6]. Each of these potential sources has

advantages, disadvantages, and economies. The composition of the

mix of power plants used to meet future energy demand depends upon

their relative safety, environmental effects, ease of development,

and cost of electricity.

Fission breeder reactors could ultimately supply approximately

106  TW•yr of energy [2]. Unfortunately, the ultimate cost of

electricity and the safety and environmental consequences of the

widespread use of breeder reactors are uncertain. Additionally, the

potential for proliferation of nuclear weapons resulting from global

use of fission breeder reactors is not well understood.

Solar power has the potential to supply an immense amount of

energy. About 88,000 TW•yr/yr of sunlight reaches the earth’s

surface [2]. Unfortunately, this energy is at a low concentration --

averaging 175 W/m2  over the whole planet, all seasons, and night
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and day -- and thus, it must be collected over a large area to be

useful for large-scale electricity production [7]. Additionally, some

approaches for the use of solar energy carry significant

environmental costs [2].

Fusion energy, accomplished by either magnetic or inertial

confinement schemes could provide about 108  TW•yr of energy, if

limited by oceanic lithium used in the DT reaction [2]. While fusion

energy has often been reported as “clean” in the popular press, its

environmental effects would not be negligible. These effects,

however, are likely to be significantly smaller than those of fission

and fission breeder reactors and may be even smaller than those of

large-scale solar technologies [2].

1 .4  Previous studies

Nearly forty major conceptual IFE power plant designs have been

published during the last 25 years [4]. Even more MFE designs have

been published [2,3,8]. The ESECOM report sought to compare various

MFE designs using a standardized set of assumptions and a single set

of computer codes. Only thus can the characteristics of one design

be compared to those of another in a meaningful way. Through the
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use of a consistent methodology for analyzing safety, environmental,

and economic characteristics, the ESECOM committee was able to

make recommendations about the most promising directions for

research and development (R&D) in MFE. The ESECOM committee

identified key areas in which further research could “improve the

prospects for achieving fusion’s full potential with respect to

economics, environment, and safety” [2].

1 .5  Shortcomings of previous studies

As mentioned above, the meaningful comparison of one design to

another requires that both designs be evaluated with the same

methods. To enable a complete comparison to occur, calculations

should be performed with the same models and assumptions, the

same data, and the same calculational tools (computer codes); and

the same measurements should be made. Unfortunately, each design

study tends to focus upon a different aspect of a design; thus,

different measurements are made and presented. Additionally, no

single set of validated nuclear data and computer codes is widely

used in the fusion community. Finally, each design team brings a

different set of assumptions about how a fusion power plant might
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be operated and regarding the limitations and performance levels for

various technologies and materials. Each of these factors tends to

make comparisons of one design to another more difficult and less

meaningful. Thus, this work compares several designs using a

consistent set of assumptions, computer codes, and measurements.

Past IFE studies have been faced with additional obstacles in the

form of classification. Until recently, many details of the ICF

process were classified by the DOE; thus studies often were

incomplete, used assumptions that were inaccurate, or did not

consider all aspects of a design [8].

Past IFE studies have routinely performed neutronics

calculations using one-dimensional approximations [9,10,11,12,13].

Such approximations tend to overestimate radionuclide inventories,

as they underestimate effective shielding thicknesses and do not

accurately account for geometric effects.

A recent study sponsored by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA) sought to identify neutron activation codes that are

able to read standard cross-section libraries, predict accurately the

quantity of radionuclides produced in multi-step pathways,

calculate accurately light nuclide production, and treat isomeric
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states [14]. Other criteria which were not applied but were

identified for their potential future importance include the abilities

to utilize information about uncertainty, to treat actinide data, and

to calculate the effects of sequential charged-particle reactions

[14]. The IAEA study found that only the FISPACT and ACAB codes

were “suitable and satisfactory” for detailed fusion calculations.

Four other codes performed poorly in at least one of the areas, and

five codes were found to be inadequate [14]. Additionally, the first

IAEA benchmark study showed wide discrepancies among results

when participants used their own transport codes and nuclear data

[15]. It is likely that similar differences in realism exist among

particle-transport, materials-damage, and accident-consequences

codes.

1 .6  Purpose, methodology, and strengths of this study

In order to facilitate comparisons of one IFE design to another,

this study uses a consistent set of assumptions and a single set of

computer codes and data libraries to calculate a large set of hazard

indices for each design. The present work seeks to identify key areas
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of research that may improve the prospects for achieving inertial

fusion’s full potential with respect to environment and safety.

This study assumes that each power plant is operated for thirty

years at full capacity. Preliminary calculations were performed to

establish the appropriateness of steady-state approximations to the

actual, pulsed irradiation. Rather than assuming that each first-wall

material can withstand the same energy flux during its lifetime, the

present work uses material-damage calculations and estimated

material-damage limits. Two-dimensional neutron-transport models

have been created for each of the IFE power plant designs to account

for geometric features and liabilities that may influence a design’s

overall hazard.

In order to allow comparisons to be made between designs on

many different levels, this study calculates a large number of

radiological indices. These indices are divided into three categories

of hazard: accident, occupational/routine releases, and waste

disposal. Accident indices include total activity, biological hazard

potential in air, threshold-dose release fractions, early and chronic

doses, and early and cancer fatalities. Occupational/routine

exposure indices include contact dose rates, routine population
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doses, and cancer fatalities from routine operation. Finally, waste-

disposal indices include life-cycle waste volumes, biological hazard

potential in water, waste-disposal rating/intruder dose, deep

disposal index, and annualized intruder hazard potential. This

assortment of indices will enable limited comparison to past

studies.

An assortment of state-of-the-art computer codes has been

assembled as a basis for this work. Calculations are performed with

a well-established Monte Carlo transport code, an improved version

of one of the activation codes deemed acceptable by the IAEA, and an

extensive nuclear data library. Improvements to the activation code

allow sequential charged-particle reactions to be considered for the

first time in the analysis of any IFE power plant design. The

activation code has also been modified to allow use of nuclear

cross-section uncertainty data, although this refinement was not

incorporated into the comparisons of IFE designs.

Rather than assuming that each material can withstand the same

energy fluxes, calculations of material-damage rates have been

performed. Organ-dependent early and chronic whole-body doses

have been calculated using the best accident-consequences code
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currently available. The chronic doses include contributions from

ingestion of contaminated food and water to allow a full assessment

of the consequences of an accident and of routine releases of

t r i t i um.

Although this study cannot address all issues or incorporate all

facets of the radiological hazards posed by fusion power plants, it

does advance the state-of-the-art in the field of radiological hazard

estimation and allows more meaningful comparisons to be made than

those previously available.

1 .7  Organization of the present work

The following sections describe the tools used to make the

design comparisons, the measures of comparison, and the

assumptions that have been made. Chapter 2 of this report describes

the models that have been used, ranging from Monte Carlo particle

transport to the Gaussian plume model.

Chapter 3 explains each of the indices that have been calculated

in the present work. The indices are divided into three categories of

hazard: accidents, occupational and routine exposures, and waste
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disposal. The calculation of each index is explained and comments

about their relative usefulness and meaningfulness are made.

Chapter 4 gives a detailed explanation of each of the computer

codes and data libraries that have been used in the present work.

Chapters 5 details the effects of pulsed irradiation upon

activation calculations. Several different timescales are analyzed

and recommendations for the approximation of pulsed irradiation

conditions are made.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the potential importance of sequential

charged-particle reactions upon radionuclide inventories and

radiological hazard indices. Recommendations for the inclusion of

sequential charged-particles are made.

Chapter 7 gives an overview of each of the inertial and magnetic

fusion power plant designs that have been analyzed in the present

work. In addition, the reference inertial fusion target and capsule

design is presented.

Chapter 8 presents the results of the analyses for each design.

The results are presented according to radiological hazard indices in

the three hazard categories.
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Chapter 9 summarizes the findings presented in Chapter 8, by

design, and integrates the findings by hazard category. The designs

are ranked qualitatively, advantageous design features are

recommended, and directions for future fusion energy research are

identified. Finally, improvements to the calculational methodology,

which could increase the usefulness of future studies of this type,

are suggested.
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2 . Models

Each of the models used in this work is absolutely essential to

the final product. Transport models are used to determine particle

spectra in materials of interest; radiation-damage models are used

to estimate a material’s lifetime under irradiation; matrix

exponential methods are used to calculate nuclide inventories during

and after irradiation; plume models are used to predict radionuclide

concentrations on the ground and in the air during and after the

accidental release of radiation; and dose-effect relationships are

used to estimate the effects of a given release of radioactivity. A

detailed description of the operation and application of these models

is given below.

2 .1  Monte Carlo particle transport

The Monte Carlo method is used extensively throughout this work

to calculate the energy-dependent neutron and/or photon pathlengths

within certain materials in the various power plant designs. The

pathlengths as a function of particle energy are used, in turn, to

calculate the energy-dependent particle fluxes at these locations.
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The fluxes are calculated from the pathlengths according to the

relation:

φE = 
L E  × S

V (2.1.1)

where φ(E) is the energy-dependent particle flux, L(E) is the energy-

dependent particle pathlength, S is the particle source term, and V

is the volume of the material zone.

The Monte Carlo method provides statistical estimates for

quantities of interest when applied to deterministic or statistical

problems [1]. Monte Carlo particle transport is accomplished by

simulating the life histories of individual particles. Specifically, a

statistically significant number of particles are followed

throughout their life history until their death. At its death, each of

the particles is classified into one of several terminal categories

(e.g., escaped, absorbed, and scattered) [2]. The Monte Carlo method

may be applied to particle transport as long as the probabilities for

particle characteristics and events in the life history of a particle

are well-characterized [2]. Relevant probabilities are applied to

such issues as: the initial kinetic energy that a particle has at birth;
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the angle at which a particle is scattered in a collision; and the type

of collision that a particle undergoes. Such a probabilistic

description enables the prediction of particle behavior in all

situations during its life history.

The Monte Carlo method, especially when applied to particle

transport, breaks down naturally into a series of blocks or

programming subroutines [2]. These blocks include source

parameters, distance to boundary or collision, type of collision,

parameters after collision, and classification of termination.

Source parameters include information such as the initial

energy, direction, and spatial distribution. Each source parameter

may be described by discrete or continuous distributions.

The physical concept required for evaluation of the distance to a

collision is the mean free path [2]. The mean free path is a function

of the particle type, its energy, and the medium. If the distance to an

event is greater than the distance to the boundary in the current

direction and zone, then the particle will escape from the current

zone (and possibly from the entire problem). If not, then the particle

will undergo a collision.
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The type of collision is a function of the relevant cross sections.

As for the mean free path, the cross sections are functions of the

particle, its energy, and the medium. Possible collisions include

elastic and inelastic scattering and capture. Some capture collisions

result in the birth of one or more new particles, each of which must

be followed until its own termination.

Once the type of collision is determined, the post-collision

particle parameters, if any, must be determined. For example, if the

collision results in a scattering event, for example, a scattering

angle must be sampled. The scattering angle uniquely determines the

energy and direction of a scattered particle.

The final subroutine needed for Monte Carlo calculations is the

termination subroutine, in which particles are categorized according

to their ultimate demise. Example terminal categories include

escape and absorption. Escaping particles penetrate the outer

boundary of the geometry being considered. In escape, a particle’s

energy, point of escape, and final direction may be of interest.

Relevant information for particle absorption includes the type of

absorption, the position of absorption, the energy absorbed, and the

particles that are emitted following the absorption. All particles
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must be followed until they escape from the problem, are absorbed,

or are eliminated for other reasons (e.g., their energies fall below a

predetermined level).

Each of the blocks requires both information about the

probabilities which constrain the possible outcomes and random

numbers. The latter will be addressed first.

All Monte Carlo calculations require the use of random numbers

which are denoted here with the symbol ξ  [3]. In this context, random

numbers are real numbers that are uniformly distributed on the

interval 0 ² ξ  ² 1. Random numbers are used so extensively in the

Monte Carlo method that their generation has become a topic in its

own right [4,5,6]. Suitable random numbers must be independent of

one another, yet they should be repeatable in order to allow

calculations to be repeatable as well [3]. These and other

requirements are not easily met. The reader is directed to

references 4-6 for more information on the generation of random

number sequences.

The probabilities that determine possible events may be

described in terms of a probability density function, p(x). Suppose

that E1 , ..., En are n independent, mutually exclusive events with
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probabilities p1 , ..., pn, respectively, where p1  + ... + pn = 1. If the

random number ξ, (0 ² ξ  ² 1), is such that:

p 1+ ⋅⋅⋅+p i-1 ² ξ  < p1+ ⋅⋅⋅+p i (2.1.2)

then ξ determines the event Ei  [2]. Equation 2.1.3 gives the relation

for a discrete probability density function.

p x  = pi     where i-1 ² x < i for i=1,2,...,n (2.1.3)

The cumulative probability distribution function for the inequality

x’ ² x for x=i, i=1,2,...,n may be written as P(x), where:

ξ = P x  = p t  dt
0

x

 = pk∑
k < (x)

n

(2.1.4)

Equation 2.1.4 uniquely determines x as a function of ξ  in such a way

that x falls on the interval i-1 ² x < i with frequency pi , thereby

determining the event Ei  [3].

For a continuous probability density function, p(x), a ² x < b,

integration of Equation 2.1.4 over the interval [a,b) yields the
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cumulative probability distribution function, P(x), where x falls

with frequency p(x)•dx in the interval (x, x+dx) [3].

Once the cumulative probability distribution function has been

determined, random numbers may be generated and used to solve for

specific parameters. Such parameters include the particle energy,

direction, and distance to collision. As an example, the calculation

of the distance to a collision is shown below.

The probability that a particle of energy E has not yet had a

collision after travelling through a distance s in a given medium is

simply:

e-Σ ts (2.1.5)

where Σ t  is the total macroscopic cross section of the particle at

its current energy in the current medium. The total macroscopic

cross section may be interpreted as the probability of a collision per

unit length [3]. Thus, the probability of a particle undergoing a

collision during the distance ds is simply Σ tds. The overall

probability of a particle having its first collision between s and

(s+ds) is given by the probability density function:
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p s ds = Σte-Σtsds (2.1.6)

Integration of Equation 2.1.6 from 0 to s yields the cumulative

probability distribution function:

P s  = 1 - e-Σ ts (2.1.7)

Equation 2.1.7 is used by setting the right-hand side equal to the

random number ξ  and solving for the distance, s:

s = - 1
Σ t

l n 1-ξ
(2.1.8)

Since the distribution of ln(ξ)  is the same as that of ln(1- ξ), we may

simplify Equation 2.1.8 to obtain:

s = - 1
Σt

l n ξ
(2.1.9)

Thus, a particle of a given total macroscopic cross section will

travel a distance s before undergoing a collision. Once the particle

collides, other probability density functions are used to determine
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the type of collision, the energy lost in the collision, and the

particle direction after the collision. Using the above methods,

particles are followed until they are absorbed or they escape from

the problem.

The sampling method used in the above example is known as

direct inversion. Direct inversion is possible only when the

cumulative probability distribution function is in a simple form that

can be solved analytically. Complicated cumulative probability

distribution functions are often sampled using the rejection method.

The rejection method is analogous to determination of the area

under a given curve by counting squares -- coordinates are chosen at

random, and they are accepted if they are located under the curve.

Coordinates that are above the curve are rejected. Direct inversion

is almost always more efficient and faster than the rejection

method.

Calculations in which individual particles are followed until

their termination are referred to as analog Monte Carlo calculations.

Analog Monte Carlo calculations are used extensively in the present

work to determine energy-dependent particle pathlengths and
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particle fluxes. The particle fluxes are used in subsequent activation

calculations.

2 .2  Radiation damage

Exposure to radiation can change the properties of most

materials. These changes arise primarily from the displacement of

atoms from with the material’s lattice structure [7]. Previous

studies such as ESECOM have assumed that a material’s maximum

lifetime is only a function of the first-wall neutron loading [8].

Since ESECOM analyzed only MFE designs, which all would have

nearly the same neutron spectrum, this approximation was

reasonable. Among IFE designs, the neutron spectrum at the first

wall and within the blanket may be quite different from one design

to another. Thus, the present work uses radiation-damage

calculations to determine the maximum lifetime of structural

materials.

Radiation damage results from the collision of neutrons with the

atoms of a given material. These collisions produce primary knock-

on atoms (PKA) which move through the material and cause

secondary atom displacements. Neutron reactions may result in the

production of secondary particles, which themselves may act as PKA
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and cause additional displacements [7]. Radiation damage is often

expressed in units of displacements–per–atom (DPA). DPA

calculations remove the spectral dependence that must be

considered when examining the neutron wall loading or fluence. The

IAEA has recommended that DPA be accepted as the preferred

method to characterize neutron irradiations [9].

The probability of displacing an atom from its lattice site

depends upon several factors: the neutron energy, the neutron cross

sections, the energy of the recoil atom, and the probability of

inducing secondary recoils. The overall probability of creating a

displacement may be expressed as:

σdis E  = σi E  × ∑
i

K E,T i × ν T  dT
T1

T2

(2.2.1)

where E is the energy of the incident neutron, T is the energy of the

recoil nucleus, σ i (E) is the cross section for the it h channel at energy

E, K(E,T)i is the neutron–atom energy transfer kernel for the ith

channel, and ν(T) is the secondary displacement function [7]. The

energy transfer kernel gives the probability that a neutron of a given

energy will produce a recoil atom of a given energy. The secondary
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displacement function gives the quantity of secondary atomic

displacements that occur due to stopping of the PKA [7].

Maximum allowable DPA values for a given material are not

well-characterized. Nevertheless, recommended values do exist for

some structural materials of interest to this study. Table 2.2.1

gives recommended maximum DPA values for several materials that

are included in the designs analyzed in the present work. The

lifetime of a given material, and thus, the irradiation duration used

in activation calculations, is the shorter of the power plant lifetime

and the DPA limit divided by the annual DPA rate. The limits shown

in Table 2.2.1 are values based upon knowledge of existing materials

and reasonable extrapolation of existing materials to ones that

might be available for use in a power plant of the future.

Table 2.2.1. Maximum DPA values have been estimated for some
materials of interest.

Material Damage limit
(DPA)

Source(s)

PCA steel (austenitic) 100 (500 °C) BCSS10

HT-9 steel (ferritic) 200, 150 BCSS, IAEA11

V-15Cr-5T i > 200 BCSS
SiC 2 0 Cascade report12

C composite 7 5 Osiris/SOMBRERO report13
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2 .3  Matrix exponential method for activation

Nuclide inventories are determined from activation calculations.

Activation calculations involve the solution of a system of first-

order ordinary homogeneous or inhomogeneous differential equations

[14]. Specifically, the rate at which a nuclide is generated or

destroyed by nuclear transmutation may be written as:

dXi

d t
 = l i j∑

j = 1

N
λ jXj + φ f i k∑

k=1

N
σkXk

                  - (λ i + φ σi + ri)Xi + Fi, i=1,...,N (2.3.1)

where:

Xi = atom density of nuclide i;
N = number of nuclides;
l i j = fraction of radioactive disintegration by other nuclides 

that leads to formation of species i;
λ i = radioactive decay constant;
φ = spatially- and energy-averaged neutron flux;
f i k = fraction of neutron absorption by other nuclides that 

leads to formation of species i;
σk = spectrum-averaged neutron absorption cross section of 

nuclide k;
r i = continuous removal rate of nuclide i from the system; and
Fi = continuous feed rate of nuclide i.

The system of N inhomogeneous differential equations described

by Equation 2.3.1 may be solved to yield quantities of each nuclide
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present at the end of each timestep [14]. Neglecting the continuous

removal and feed rates and noting that the neutron flux varies only

slowly with time (actually with the composition, which varies

slowly with time), the system may be treated as a set of linear

simultaneous first-order ordinary differential equations [15]. This

set has constant coefficients and may be written in matrix form as:

X = AX (2.3.2)

where:
X = time derivative of the nuclide concentrations (a column 

vector);
A = transition matrix containing the rate coefficients for 

radioactive decay and neutron capture (an N × N matrix 
filled with mostly zeros); and

X = nuclide concentrations (a column vector).

Equation 2.3.2 has the known solution:

X t  = eAtX 0 (2.3.3)

where:
X t = concentration of each nuclide at time t;
X 0 = vector of initial nuclide concentrations; and
t = time at end of timestep.
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The function eA t , the matrix exponential function, may be written

as a truncated series with enough terms to be sufficiently accurate.

This series is written as:

eA t = I +  At + A t 2

2!
 + ... = A t m

m!
∑

m=0

∞

(2.3.4)

where I is the identity matrix [15]. Rather than store the entire

matrix (most of which is filled with zeros), an expression for a

single nuclide in Equation 2.3.3 may be derived:

Xi t  = c i
n∑

n=0

∞

(2.3.5)

where ci
n is generated through the use of a recursion relation:

c i
0 = Xi 0 , (2.3.6)

c i
n+1 = t

n+1
a i j∑

j = 1

N
c j

n

(2.3.7)

where aij is an element in the transition matrix that gives the rate

constant for the formation of nuclide i from nuclide j. Use of this
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recursion relation makes solution of Equation 2.3.2 possible and

requires the storage of only a single vector (cn) in addition to the

current solution [15].

Solution of Equations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 in this manner is known as

the matrix exponential method. This method has been used and

benchmarked extensively in both fission and fusion neutronics

calculations [14,15,16,17]. All activation calculations performed in

this work rely upon the matrix exponential method.

2 .3 .1  Neutron activation calculations

Traditionally, only neutron reactions have been considered in MFE

and IFE power plant studies [8,10,12,13,17,18,19]. Activation

calculations use the time-dependent nuclide concentrations,

calculated with the matrix exponential or some other suitable

method, to determine other quantities of interest such as

radionuclide activities and dose rates.

The present work considers twenty different neutron reactions

[20]. These reactions include: (n,γ), (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n), (n,p), (n,d),

(n,n’p), (n,t), (n,n’d), (n,2np), (n,n’t), (n,2p), (n,3 He), (n,pd), (n,α),

(n,n’3 He), (n,n’α ), (n,2nα ), (n,2α ), and (n,n’2α ). Although all neutron
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activation calculations performed for the present work allow each

of the above reactions, not all reactions on all target nuclides are

energetically possible in a DT fusion spectrum. Each of the neutron

reactions may proceed from a target nuclide that is in the ground,

first, or second isomeric state and may result in a product that is in

the ground, first, or second isomeric state [20].

Radionuclide decay may proceed from ground, first, and second

isomeric states and may result in nuclides that are in the ground and

first isomeric states. Decay modes that are considered in the

present work include β-, β+ , electron capture, and neutron and alpha

emission [20].

2 .3 .2  Sequential charged-particle activation calculations

The concept of sequential charged-particle reactions ((x,n)

reactions) was first introduced by Cierjacks and Hino [21]. These

“reactions” consist of a two-step process. In the first step, a

neutron interacts with an atom, and a charged particle is created. In

the second step, the charged particle reacts with another atom.

Often, the nuclide that is created in the second step may be produced

only via complicated reaction/decay chains if only neutron reactions
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are allowed. Figure 2.3.1 highlights the additional daughter

radionuclides which may be produced directly when (x,n) reactions

are considered.

Figure 2.3.1. Isotopic daughters that require multi-step neutron
reaction and decay chains may be created directly in (x,n) reactions
(shaded).
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The first step of the (x,n) reaction process may be written as

A(n,x)B. The second step may be written as C(x,n)D where C may or
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may not be the same as A (charged particles may be created by one

isotope in a material and then react with another isotope). The

number of atoms of isotope D that are created during irradiation is

given by Equation 2.3.8 [22].

ND(t) = teff φn Eni σn,x Eni NA∆Eni∑
i=1

175
 ∑

A

                                × fn , x Eni,Exj ∆Exj σx,D Exk NC∆Rx ∆Exk∑
k = j

1

∑
j = 1

2 4

(2.3.8)

where:
ND(t) = number of atoms of nuclide D (cm-3) ;
te f f = effective irradiation time;
φn Eni = neutron flux in the it h energy group (cm-2s- 1MeV-1) ;
∆Eni = neutron energy lethargy bin (175 bins are 

considered);
σn,x Eni = cross section for the production of charged 

particle x in the it h neutron energy group (cm2) ;
NA = number of atoms of target nuclide A (cm-3) ;
fn , x Eni,Exj = normalized charged-particle spectrum in uniform 

energy steps of ∆Exk = 1 MeV; refers to the ith 
neutron energy group and charged-particle energy 

of Exj = 0.5, 1.5, ..., 23.5 MeV (24 groups);
σx,D Exk = cross section for production of nucleus D via the 

charged-particle reaction C(x,n)D; and
∆Rx ∆Exk = differential thickness of the material that 

corresponds to 1 MeV energy losses for charged 
particles of energy Exk.

The effective irradiation time is given by:
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te f f = 1-e-λ t

λ (2.3.9)

where λ is the radioactive decay constant. The first two summations

in Equation 2.3.8 deal with the production of charged particles. The

other summations cover the stopping of the charged particles and

the production of nucleus D [22]. Rearrangement and simplification

of Equation 2.3.8 yields Equation 2.3.10 [22].

ND t  = teff φn
int NC σx,D

pseudo

(2.3.10)

where:

φn
int = φn Eni ∆Eni∑

i=1

175

(2.3.11)

and:

σx,D
pseudo = 1

φn
in t

 φn Eni σn,x Eni NA∆Eni∑
i=1

175
 ∑

A

                               × fn , x Eni,Exj ∆Exj σx,D Exk NC∆Rx ∆Exk∑
k = j

1

∑
j = 1

2 4

(2.3.12)

Determination of the number of atoms of nuclide D that are

produced requires that “pseudo” cross sections be produced.

Equation 2.3.12 defines the pseudo cross section as a cross section
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for the reaction C(x,n)D per one nucleus C per initial neutron [22]. It

is important to note that the pseudo cross sections are used in

conjunction with the neutron flux and are applied to the target

nucleus C. Since the pseudo cross sections actually account for a

two-step process, they tend to have values a few orders of

magnitude lower than typical nuclear cross sections.

2 .4  Radionuclide releases and health effects

Radionuclide inventories are the source term for subsequent

accident consequence calculations. The radionuclide inventories are

used with estimated release fractions, the Gaussian plume model,

and dose conversion factors to estimate radiation doses that would

be received by the surrounding population in the event of an accident.

In addition, estimates of the number of early and cancer fatalities

are made using dose-effect relationships.

2 .4 .1  Release fractions

The task of calculating release fractions is difficult and

controversial. Past studies, such as ESECOM, developed simple,

generic heat-transfer models in order to calculate time-
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temperature distributions within the various power plant

components [8]. Piet, Cheng, and Porter defined elemental mobility

categories to account for the fact that some elements (or their

oxides) have a greater likelihood of mobilization than do others [23].

Categorization of elements is made according to the lower boiling

point of the pure element or its oxide. Figure 2.4.1 shows the

mobility categories and the corresponding assumed release fractions

on the periodic table.

Figure 2.4.1. Elements assigned to release categories [23].

Volatile temperature (°C) < 20 < 500 < 1000 < 1500 > 1500
Release category 1 2 3 4 5
Release fraction (%) 1 0 0 3 0 1 0 3 1
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The ESECOM report used the time-temperature profiles along

with limited mobilization data and these mobility category

assignments to estimate mobilization rates for each of a series of

blanket designs [8]. In subsequent work, Kinzig, Holdren, and Hibbard

abandoned the use of heat-transfer models “in favor of consistent

application of a single, pessimistic release envelope” [24]. They

cited the requirement for many models and databases, the need for

much committee discussion, and the lack of available data as

reasons for doing away with such models [24]. In lieu of detailed

analyses of mobilization rates, they opted to use the previously

mentioned mobility categories upon which they superimposed

multipliers that served as location-based release fractions. The

multipliers were intended to loosely account for the fact that the

radioactive afterheat should decrease with distance from the fusion

source. (Less afterheat suggests a lower likelihood of mobilization.)

The values used were 1.0 for the first wall, 0.5 for the blanket and

manifold, and 0.1 for the shield [24].

One unfortunate drawback to this method is its failure to

consider afterheat as a function of material. Two first-wall

materials, such as PCA and SiC, may have drastically different
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afterheat resulting from the same irradiation. While the afterheat

would only increase the SiC first-wall temperature by about 1300

°C within one week, it would increase the temperature of the PCA

first wall by nearly 70,000 °C in the same time. (It is worth noting

that Kinzig, Holdren, and Hibbard calculate the temperature increase

in SiC to be just over 100 °C, using the ACTL cross-section library,

which has a very low value for the 28Si(n,n’p)27Al cross section [25].

The 27Al, produced in this reaction undergoes an (n,α ) reaction to

produce the 24Na that is responsible for the additional afterheat and

temperature rise.)

Despite the fact that the afterheat would be much greater in the

PCA than in the SiC, the Kinzig method assigns both materials

location-based release fractions of 1.0. Although the mobility-

category portion of the overall release fraction does account for

differences in a given material’s mobilization characteristics, it

does not account for differences in a material’s afterheat.

The Kinzig method is more difficult to apply to IFE power plants.

Perhaps the HYLIFE-II liquid-Flibe blanket, which lies in front of the

first wall, could be assigned a location-based release fraction of

1.0, (ordinarily assigned to the first wall).  Despite being exposed to
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large fluxes, the Flibe would never attain an adiabatic temperature

rise of even 100 °C. Although the Flibe would be essentially at

normal operating temperatures, it would receive a location-based

multiplier equal to that used for a PCA first wall, which would

experience a large temperature rise. Thus, use of a location-based

multiplier would significantly overestimate the afterheat of the

Flibe. Such inconsistencies preclude the use of location-based

multipliers with IFE designs.

The present work will calculate doses for three different sets of

radionuclide release fractions. The first two sets of doses do not

consider the energy available (or lack thereof) to cause such large

radionuclide releases. The final set of doses places an upper bound

on possible releases by considering the energy available and likely

release mechanisms.

The first set of release fractions is denoted the “worst-case”

release fractions. It assumes that all materials react chemically to

form the most mobile chemical species between the pure element

and its possible oxides. Thus, the worst-case release fractions and

mobility categories are exactly those shown in Table 2.4.1. Examples

include carbon, which is assumed to be present as CO2 gas, and the
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fluorine in LiF, which is assumed to be present as F2  gas. Due to

their low boiling points, 100% of the carbon and fluorine are

assumed to be released in an accident.

The second set of release fractions -- the “initial-case” release

fractions -- also utilize the concept of mobility categories, but they

account for the initial chemical composition of a given material. For

example, Flibe is no longer treated as lithium, beryllium, and

fluorine in elemental or oxide forms. Instead, Flibe is treated for

what it is -- a mixture of LiF and BeF2 . Such treatment results in a

1% release fraction for LiF (based upon its 1670 °C boiling point)

and a 10% release fraction for BeF2  (conservatively chosen due to

the 800 °C sublimation point of solid BeF2 ).

The initial-case release fractions use the same mobility

categories but for chemical compounds rather than pure elements.

The mobility category of a particular compound is determined by its

boiling point. The elements within a given compound are assumed to

be released at the fraction assigned to the appropriate mobility

category. Since it is not obvious what chemical form impurities and

transmutation products would take, the initial-case results continue
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to assume that they are released according to the worst-case

release fractions.

The initial-case release fractions introduce one possible

nonconservatism in that they do not account for oxidation or other

possible chemical reactions. A more appropriate method would be to

calculate exactly what chemical reactions occur (as a function of

time) and then to determine the release fractions according to the

mobility categorization of the reaction products. This task, however,

would require detailed heat-transfer and chemical-reaction kinetics

calculations. It would also require an enormous quantity of

materials data. Finally, it would require accident information that

could be obtained only through detailed assumptions about the type

of accident. In the end, there would be no guarantee that the worst

possible accident had been characterized.

The final set of release fractions includes an analysis of likely

energy sources to establish an upper limit to the radionuclide

inventories that might be released in an actual accident. These

release fractions, dubbed the “mechanistic-case” release fractions,

assume that all available energy is channeled into the mobilization

of the largest contributing radionuclide(s) identified in the worst-
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case and initial-case analyses. The mechanistic-case release

fractions consider energy provided by fusion yield (a capsule is

ignited just as the accident begins), radioactive afterheat, and

obvious chemical sources.

2 .4 .2  Gaussian plume model

The best model for the dispersion of radionuclides is the

Gaussian plume diffusion model [26]. Equation 2.4.1 gives the general

form of the Gaussian plume model.

χ = Q'
2πσyσ zu

 × exp - y2

2σy
2

 × exp - ( z - h ) 2

2σz
2

 + exp - ( z + h ) 2

2σz
2

(2.4.1)

where:
χ = radionuclide concentration (Bq/m3 ) ;
Q’ = source strength (Bq/s);
z = vertical distance from the plume centerline (m);
y = lateral distance from the plume centerline (m);
σz = vertical diffusion (m);
σy = lateral diffusion (m);
u = windspeed (m/s); and
h = release height (m).

In the present work, the Gaussian plume model is used with

release and atmospheric parameters consistent with those used in
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the ESECOM study. These parameters are believed to result in

conservative doses and are given in Table 2.4.1 [8].

Table 2.4.1. Parameters used with the Gaussian plume model lead
to the conservative estimation of accident doses.
Parameter Va lue

Atmospheric stability class Pasquill-Gifford Class F
Wind speed 1 m/s
Inversion layer height 250 m
Release height 0 m - ground–level
Thermal plume rise None
Initial building wake 100 m wide × 50 m high
Deposition velocities 0.002 m/s for particulates

0.010 m/s for halogens
0 m/s for other gases

When calculated on the plume centerline (y=0 and z=0) and for a

ground–level release (h=0), Equation 2.4.1 reduces to:

χ = Q′
πσyσ zu (2.4.2)

Values for σy  and σz are functions of the atmospheric stability and

downwind distance. The parameterization provided by Tadmor and

Gur has been used in this report [27].

For radioactive effluents, decay during plume transport must be

considered, which may be done by replacing the source strength in
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Equation 2.4.2 with the quantity Q’0 exp(-λ t), where Q’0  is the rate of

emission of the given radionuclide [28]. Neglecting plume meander,

Equation 2.4.2 becomes:

χ = Q'0
πσyσzu

 × exp -λ x
u (2.4.3)

where x is the downwind distance in meters. Accounting for dry

deposition of the radioactivity, Equation 2.4.3 becomes:

χ = Q'0
πσyσzu

 × exp - 2
π

ud
uσz

 + λx
u (2.4.4)

where ud  is the dry deposition velocity in m/s [28].

Using Equation 2.4.4 in conjunction with the radionuclide decay

constants, release rates, values for σy  and σz, and parameters found

in Table 2.4.1, it is a straightforward task to obtain radionuclide

concentrations and deposition rates. The radionuclide concentrations

are used to obtain cloudshine and inhalation doses, and the

deposition rates are used for the calculation of groundshine,

ingestion, and resuspension doses.
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2 .4 .3  Doses and health effects

When radionuclides are released into the atmosphere, they may

result in radiation doses to the surrounding population. When

delivered to humans, the most useful unit of dose is the dose

equivalent [28]. Dose equivalents may result in injuries such as

radiation sickness and erythema. Large dose equivalents, if delivered

in a short period of time, may cause death. Dose equivalents may

also result in latent cancers.

The doses delivered to the population from various pathways may

be determined using the radionuclide concentrations, calculated

with the Gaussian plume model and dose conversion factors, along

with parameters such as respiration and food consumption rates.

Estimates of the effects resulting from radiation doses may be made

using risk analysis and epidemiological data from the irradiation of

humans and animals. Acute and somatic effects have been estimated

using the results presented in NUREG/CR-4214, Rev. 1 [29].

The effective acute dose (early dose) is a dose equivalent that is

defined as “that dose which if delivered entirely in one day would

induce the same health effects as the actual dose that was delivered

over many days” [31]. The early dose is obtained by applying
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effective acute dose reduction factors to the dose received during

the various time intervals following the radiation exposure. These

are not only time-dependent, they are organ-dependent. Table 2.4.2

gives effective acute dose reduction factors for the bone marrow,

the GI tract, and the lungs. The values shown in Table 2.4.2 are used

throughout this work to calculate early doses. For example, the early

dose to the bone marrow is equal to 100% of the first day’s dose

plus 50% of the next 13 days’ doses plus 25% of the next 16 days’

doses.

Table 2.4.2. Acute dose reduction factors [31].
Organ of Time period after exposure (days)
i n t e r e s t 0 - 1 1 - 7 7 - 1 4 1 4 - 3 0 3 0 - 2 0 0 2 0 0 - 3 6 5

Red bone marrow 1.0 0 .5 0 .5 0 .25
Lungs 1.0 0.0625 0.0625 0.0270 0.0270 0.0109
GI tract 1 .0 0 .43

Early doses have been calculated for the bone marrow, the

gastrointestinal (GI) tract, and the lungs. For acute exposures, the

small intestine is the critical organ for injury to the GI tract [29].

Early doses have been calculated for the lower large intestine (LLI),

because data for the small intestine was not available and use of the

LLI provides a conservative result [30].
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Early doses include contributions from inhalation, cloudshine,

and groundshine. Inhalation and cloudshine are assumed to occur only

during plume passage. Groundshine occurs for the entire seven day

period during which the affected population is relocated. To be

conservative, no corrections have been made for evacuation or

sheltering. Corrections have been made for added shielding during

time spent indoors. Early doses do not include contributions from the

ingestion of contaminated food or water.

The chronic effective dose equivalent (chronic dose) is a 50-year

dose commitment. It includes contributions from inhalation and

cloudshine during plume passage, groundshine after plume passage,

and cloudshine and inhalation from resuspended material. The

chronic dose also includes contributions from the ingestion of

contaminated food and water. Corrections are made to the chronic

dose to account for surface roughness and for added shielding during

time spent indoors.

Radionuclide inventories are multiplied by release fractions to

obtain a release inventory, in Bq, for each radionuclide. The release

inventories are then multiplied by the early and chronic dose factors

(expressed in Sv/Bq released) to obtain both centerline early doses
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to the bone marrow, the GI tract, and the lungs and a chronic dose.

Results are obtained for many radial intervals, and adjustments are

made to correct for population residing away from the plume

centerline. The doses are summed over all radionuclides to obtain

both chronic and early doses for each of the three organs.

Early doses are used in a set of two-parameter Weibull functions

to obtain cumulative hazards for death associated with injury to the

bone marrow, the GI tract, and the lungs [29]. The cumulative hazard

from each effect is modeled as:

H = ln(2) × D
D50

ν

(2.4.5)

where H is the cumulative hazard from the effect, D is the early

dose, D50 is the early dose that would result in death in 50% of the

population, and ν  is the shape parameter of the dose-effect

relationship [29]. The cumulative hazard is defined to be zero for an

early dose of less than the threshold dose, Dthresh. Values for D50, ν,

and Dthresh are given in Table 2.4.3.

The values of D50 and Dthresh are given by NUREG/CR-4214 in units

of grays. This report assumes a Q-value of one, and thus, the values

have been converted to sieverts. This assumption is conservative,
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because Q-values greater than one would yield higher values of D50

and Dthresh than those reported. Larger values of D50 and Dthresh would

result in a decrease in the effects noted for a particular dose. This

assumption is also accurate, because the vast majority of the dose

delivered by the release of radionuclides from a fusion power plant

would likely come from γ-rays and high-energy betas [32]. Both

forms of radiation have Q-values of one.

Table 2.4.3. Parameters used with Weibull-type dose-response
functions [29].
Organ or Tissue D 50 (Sv) Shape Factor, ν Dthresh (Sv)

Red bone marrow 3.0 6 1.5
GI Tract 15 .0 1 0 7.5
Lungs 10.0 1 2 5.0

The cumulative hazard from the three early effects is simply the

sum of the individual cumulative hazards [29].

Hearly = Hbone + Hgi + Hlung (2.4.6)

where Hearly is the total cumulative hazard and Hbone, Hgi, and Hlung are

the cumulative hazards associated with injury to the respective

organs. The total risk of lethality from the three effects is

calculated using Equation 2.4.7.
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Risk = 1 - e-Hearly (2.4.7)

The number of early deaths may be estimated by multiplying the

risk by the total population subject to that risk. The population

within each interval is calculated assuming a constant population

density of 100 people per square kilometer (equal to the population

density of Ohio). The population is assumed to begin at a distance of

1 km from the point of release. The number of early fatalities is

calculated by summing over all intervals.

Conservative assessments of induced cancer fatalities assume a

linear method without a threshold dose. The rate constant for cancer

fatalities resulting from the irradiation of humans is approximately

3 × 10-2/person–Gy [29]. It should be noted that this value is the

mean of the predicted range of 10-2/person–Gy to 10-1/person–Gy

that is reported in the literature [29]. Again, the present work

conservatively assumes a Q-value of one and obtains a rate constant

of 3 × 10- 2 cancer fatalities/person–Sv. The total number of cancer

fatalities is estimated.
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3 . Indices of radiological hazard

An understanding of the risks involved in the operation of a

technology often can be obtained through the use of probabilistic

risk assessment (PRA). The use of PRA, however, fundamentally

requires operational experience at least on a component if not on an

integrated system level. Because there are not, as of yet, any

existing operating fusion power plants, no operational experience is

available. Thus, an understanding of the risks involved in the

operation of a fusion power plant cannot be obtained at this time.

The hazards posed by the operation and existence of fusion power

plants can be estimated. A useful tool in estimating these hazards is

the radiological hazard index.

Fetter gives four qualities that an ideal hazard index should

possess: (1) intuitive meaning, (2) amenability to computation, (3)

generality, and (4) compatibility with past and future studies [1].

The radiological hazard indices possess each of these qualities to a

varying degree. The present work considers indices from three

classes of hazard. These include power plant accidents, routine and

occupational exposures, and waste disposal. Each of these areas will

affect the overall acceptability of a particular design. Through
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examination of the three classes of hazard, trade-offs between the

classes may become apparent. The identification of such trade-offs

would help guide future design decisions. A description of each of

the classes of hazard and of the indices within each class is given in

the following sections.

3 .1  Accident hazards

The hazards posed by the potential for the accidental release of

radioactivity into the atmosphere can be quantified with several

different indices. These indices vary widely in both their

meaningfulness and their ease of calculation. They range from

activity, which is the least meaningful but easiest to calculate, to

early and cancer fatalities, which are quite meaningful but quite

difficult to calculate accurately.

3 .1 .1  A c t i v i t y

Activity is a measure of the decay rate of a radioactive material.

Quantitatively, activity is calculated as:
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Ai = λ iNi (3.1.1)

where Ai  is the activity of the it h radionuclide, λ i  is its decay

constant, and Ni is the number of atoms of the ith radionuclide. The

decay constant is given by:

λ i = ln(2)/t1 / 2 (3.1.2)

where t1/2 is the radioactive half-life of the it h radionuclide. Activity

is often expressed in units of Bq. One Bq is equal to one

disintegration per second.

Typically, the total activity (the activity of each radionuclide

summed over all those that are present) is reported in most studies.

Unfortunately, activity tells very little about the actual hazard

posed by a material. The total disintegration rate of a material,

without essential information such as the mode of radioactive

decay, the decay energies, or the radioactive half-life, does not

convey much information about the hazard. For a fixed activity, the

hazard posed by two radionuclides may vary by several orders of

magnitude or more.
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3 .1 .2  Biological hazard potential

The biological hazard potential (BHP) is better than activity as a

measure of the hazard posed by a material or power plant that

contains and/or produces the material. As shown in Equation 3.1.3,

BHP is the activity of a particular radionuclide divided by its

recommended concentration guide (RCG), which was previously

known as the maximum permissible concentration. A total BHP is

obtained by summing over all radionuclides.

BHP = Ai

RCGi
∑
i (3.1.3)

The RCG is calculated for each radionuclide such that an

individual continuously breathing the air or drinking the water would

receive the maximum permissible dose (MPD) of 5 mSv/yr [2]. When

the chemical form of a radionuclide in uncertain, it is common

practice to assume that it is in its most restrictive form [1].

Because the RCG values are derived in units of Bq/m3, the BHP is

expressed in units of m3 . The BHP may be thought of as the volume

necessary to dilute the radioactivity to the concentration that would

result in attainment of the MPD. Since the dispersion of
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radionuclides occurs most rapidly via their transport in the

atmosphere, the BHP in air is usually used in analysis of power plant

accidents.

Since BHP considers radioactive half-life, decay mode, decay

energies, and uptake by the body, it is better than activity as a

measure of accident hazard. There are, however, several limitations

to the usefulness of BHP. For example, the RCGs used in the

calculation of BHP are based upon continuous exposure and thus do

not convey information about transient exposures that would be

expected during an accidental release of radioactivity [2]. In

addition, BHP is not an easily understood measure of hazard. Fetter

points out that “it is difficult for the average person to interpret

the meaning of a dilution volume of 1018 m3  of air” [1].

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)

is the official source for RCG values. Unfortunately, values are

published for only about 240 radionuclides, and many of these are of

interest for fission, not fusion, power plants [3]. Despite this, RCG

values for radionuclides of interest may be calculated using the

ICRP models. In this work, all BHP calculations utilize RCG values

calculated using the 1990 ICRP model [3].
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3 .1 .3  Doses

The concept of dose has been used in many studies in both the

fission and fusion communities. Dose-response relationships have

been established for many different health effects. There are many

assumptions that must be made in the calculation of doses, which

can produce large variations in the results. Doses may be calculated

at many different times and distances and for many organs, weather

conditions, and release scenarios. As described in Chapter 2, the

present work uses two types of doses: early and chronic.

Early doses have been calculated for three organs that may make

a significant contribution to the overall probability of early fatality

[4]. Doses have been calculated using three sets of radionuclide

release fractions. All dose calculations have been performed using a

consistent set of parameters that define the weather conditions at

the time of release. These parameters were given in Table 2.4.1.

3 .1 .4  Threshold-dose release fractions

The ESECOM report introduced the concept of threshold-dose

release fractions (TDRFs) [5]. A TDRF is simply the fraction of a

given element, isotope, or group thereof which, if released, would
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result in a threshold dose being achieved at a defined distance from

the release [5]. ESECOM defined two TDRFs. The first, the critical

TDRF, corresponds to a 2 Sv early (whole-body) dose received by the

maximally exposed individual located 1 km from the point of release.

The second, the chronic TDRF, uses a 0.25 Sv chronic dose threshold

and a distance of 10 km. Although ESECOM did not include the

ingestion pathway for the chronic TDRF, it will be included in the

chronic dose results presented in this report.

ESECOM selected the 2 Sv critical TDRF threshold dose, because

it approximates the smallest dose that has an appreciable chance of

causing an early fatality in a sensitive individual [5]. Since the

present work calculates early doses to three organs in lieu of a

single, whole-body dose, three different critical TDRFs are

calculated. The critical threshold doses are equal to the threshold

doses presented in Table 2.4.3.  For example, the threshold dose for

death associated with injury to the bone marrow is 1.5 Sv. Thus, the

critical TDRF for the bone marrow uses 1.5 Sv as the threshold dose.

ESECOM selected the 0.25 Sv chronic TDRF threshold dose,

because current regulatory standards call for either evacuation or

extensive cleanup procedures if a 0.25 Sv chronic dose could result
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[5]. The chronic TDRF demonstrates the possible accident cleanup

and/or evacuation that might be required following an accident [5].

As in the ESECOM report, the present study will calculate TDRFs

according to the mobility categories proposed by Piet, Cheng, and

Porter [6]. TDRFs will be given for radionuclides in each mobility

category and for all radionuclides that are more mobile than the

current category. That is, results are given for category 1, for

category 2 plus category 1, and so on. The most restrictive TDRF

includes radionuclides from all five mobility categories. TDRFs are

given for each component in each design, and the dominant

radionuclides are identified. Note that TDRFs greater than unity are

desirable as they indicate that the entire radionuclide inventory may

be released without causing early doses in excess of the threshold

doses.

3 .1 .5  Early and cancer fatalities

The number of early and cancer fatalities caused by an accident

are meaningful and understandable as hazard indices. These two

indices not only allow one fusion power plant to be compared to

another, but they also enable comparison to technologies and power
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plant designs that preclude the use of radioactive materials [1]. The

use of early and cancer fatalities as a measure of hazard would

allow the consideration of mining accidents for coal, refinery

accidents for petroleum, and dam breaks for hydroelectric power,

for example. A description of the methods used to estimate the

number of early and cancer fatalities that might result from the

accidental release of radioactivity was given in Chapter 2.

3 .2  Occupational and routine hazards

The evaluation of routine exposure requires that one understand

the routine operation of a technology. Since fusion power plants have

never been constructed, this understanding is not available. Thus,

the results presented in the present work must be considered

preliminary. It is likely that fusion power plants will have to meet

regulations similar to those that are currently applied to the fission

power industry. Rather than giving an absolute measure of the hazard

posed by the routine operation of fusion facilities, the results are

indicative of the relative difficulty of meeting these regulations.
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3 .2 .1  Contact dose rates

Occupational exposures are analyzed using contact dose rates for

the various power plant components. Contact dose rates are given as

a function of time after shutdown. They are calculated using a semi-

infinite medium approximation, which assumes that the

radionuclides are present at a constant concentration (calculated for

the finite component). In general, this approximation leads to the

conservative estimation of the actual dose rates that would be

presented by a finite component.

3 .2 .2  Dose and cancer fatalities

During routine operation, public exposure to radiation is strictly

limited by several governmental agencies [7,8,9]. Table 3.2.1 gives

dose limits for routine releases to the public. The dose resulting

from routine releases includes contributions from activation

products and tritium. Since the doses should be very low, there is no

risk of early fatalities from routine exposures. Thus, only the

number of cancer fatalities has been calculated for each design.
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Table 3.2.1. Several governmental agencies regulate routine doses
to the public. Table adapted from reference 5.

Dose description NRCa EPA

Airborne effluents from single facility:
•  Total body 50 µSv/yr 250 µSv/yrb

•  Skin 150 µSv/yr

Aqueous effluents from a single
facility (total body or any organ)

5 µSv/yr 4 µSv/yrc

All causes 1 mSv/yrb

a See reference 7.
b See reference 8.
c See reference 9.

3 .3  Waste-disposal hazards

The waste-disposal indices estimate quantities ranging from the

volume of waste that must be disposed of to the dose that an

intruder at the disposal site might receive 100–1000 years after

disposal. Since data regarding the condition of the disposal site, of

the waste, or even of the government hundreds of years after

disposal cannot be predicted reliably, waste-disposal indices

attempt to estimate conservatively the maximum hazard the waste

might present.
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3 .3 .1  Life-cycle waste volume

The life-cycle waste volume is easily calculated. It is simply the

total volume of radioactive waste generated over the 30 full-power-

year lifetime of the power plant. The life-cycle waste volume

includes components that are changed-out during the plant lifetime

as well as materials that are ultimately disposed of when plant

operation ceases.

3 .3 .2  Biological hazard potential

Because the long-term dispersion of radionuclides is probably

dominated by groundwater transport processes, the BHP in water is

most often used as a waste-disposal index. Once again, BHP is

calculated using the RCGs given in the 1990 ICRP report [3]. The BHP

in water has the same advantages and disadvantages as the BHP in

air .

3 .3 .3  Waste-disposal rating/intruder dose

The waste-disposal rating (WDR) is given by:
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WDR = A i/ V
SALi

∑
i (3.3.1)

where Ai  is the activity of the it h radionuclide, SALi is its specific

activity limit given by Fetter, Cheng, and Mann, and V is the

component volume in m3 [10]. Summation over all radionuclides

provides a single value that allows one component to be compared to

another. A WDR less than unity indicates that a component would

qualify for disposal via shallow land burial.

The SALs are based upon a 50-year dose commitment limit of  5

mSv consistent with the MPD for members of the public [10]. Since

the numerator of Equation 3.3.1 is equivalent to the concentration of

the it h radionuclide, and the SALs are also concentrations, the WDR is

a dimensionless index. The intruder dose is obtained by multiplying

the WDR by the MPD. It is expressed in units of Sv/yr.

It is worth noting that the use of waste-disposal ratings and

intruder dose in the present work is not intended to indicate that

shallow land burial will be an available method for waste disposal

nor that it will necessarily be the best method of waste disposal.

These indices are used merely to quantify relative hazards that

might be presented by the various designs.
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3 .3 .4  Deep disposal index

For components that fail to meet the criteria for disposal via

shallow land burial, the deep disposal index (DDI) has been

calculated. The DDI is simply the product of the WDR and the life-

cycle volume of a given component [2]. The DDI quantifies the volume

and intensity of waste that is unable to qualify for disposal via

shallow land burial.

3 .3 .5  Annualized intruder hazard potential

The annualized intruder hazard potential (AIHP) is the product of

the intruder dose and the average annual waste volume for each

power plant component [2]. In addition to calculating the AIHP for

each component, a total AIHP has been calculated for each power

plant design. The AIHP provides a relative comparison for

components within a design and among different designs. It is a

meaningful measure of the relative magnitude of the waste-

management task. The AIHP is given in units of Sv•m3 /year.
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3 .4  Summary

The models described in Chapter 2 are used to obtain the

information required for the calculation of the various radiological

indices described within this chapter. The radiological indices span

three classes of hazard: accidents, occupational and routine

exposures, and waste disposal. The individual indices vary widely

with regard to their meaningfulness and ease of calculation. To

ensure compatibility with past studies, results are presented for a

large number of radiological indices.
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4 . The RADSAFE computer code system

The calculation of a large number of radiological indices, such as

those described in Chapter 3, requires a complex system of computer

codes. The system of codes that work together to produce the

radiological indices has been named RADSAFE (RAD iological Safety

Analysis of Fusion Environments).

The main components of the RADSAFE system are particle

transport, materials damage, sequential charged-particle reactions,

radionuclide generation and depletion, radionuclide release models,

and accident consequences. Each of these components requires

interaction among two or more codes and their respective data

libraries. Much of the interaction between codes and libraries is

automated through the use of the TARTREAD utility [1].

4 .1  Particle transport

A calculation begins with the creation of a particle-transport

model for use with the TART95 Monte Carlo neutron and photon

particle-transport code [2]. The creation of such a model has several

distinct steps. These steps include the specification of a geometric
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model, the definition of the particle source, the assumptions that

are made during particle transport, the choice of nuclear data and

cross-section libraries, and the selection of the types of output.

Each of these steps are described in the following sections.

4 .1 .1  Creation of a geometric model

Models are created in TART95 through the use of a set of

geometric surfaces. Commonly used surfaces include spheres,

planes, cylinders, and cones. Interactions among these surfaces are

declared and are used to define zones. Each zone must be assigned a

material. Capture and reflecting zones are also available. The input

and output of the TART95 code are quite similar to those of the more

widely distributed MCNP.

The more complicated the geometry is, the more likely it is that

the TARTCHEK code will be required [2]. TARTCHEK is an interactive

code that graphically displays cross sections and surfaces of

TART95 geometries. TARTCHEK offers features such as particle

flooding and tracking, zone overlap, and location of holes. These

features are invaluable for the rapid debugging of TART95
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geometries. A second interactive code is available for the rapid

creation of TART95 input files, but it has not been used in this work.

4 .1 .2  Definition of the particle source

A source region is defined in terms of its physical location and

its particle characteristics. Example sources include points, lines,

disks, spheres, and cylinders. Some source-particle characteristics

are type (neutron or photon), energy distribution, and angular

distribution. One or more sources may be defined in each problem.

4 .1 .3  Control over particle transport

TART95 gives the user a great deal of control over the physics of

how a calculation proceeds, accomplished primarily through the use

of ”sentinel” cards. Sentinel card inputs determine such parameters

as how many particles are followed, what the minimum particle

energies will be (and what to do when a particle’s energy drops

below the minimum value), whether corrections are made for

resonance self-shielding, and whether thermal scattering effects

are considered.
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4 .1 .4  Choice of nuclear data and cross-section libraries

TART95 uses nuclear data available in the ENDL library [3]. This

library contains neutron-interaction and neutron-induced photon-

production data. Photon-interaction data is provided by the ENGL

library [4]. These libraries include multi-group cross sections rather

than continuous energy cross sections like those used by codes such

as MCNP. The use of multi-group cross sections results in a large

time savings in TART95 calculations without introducing any

significant deviations in the results. TART95 may also be executed

using a non-standard data library based upon ENDF/B-VI.

4 .1 .5  Selection of output type

Sentinel cards not only allow the user to select which

assumptions are made during particle transport, but they also give

the user much control over what type of output tallies are generated.

TART95 can provide output in terms of the number of particles,

particle energy and angular distributions, particle absorption, and

energy deposition. When needed, TART95 can generate time-

dependent output (using temporal bins). TART95 also allows various

response functions (results that are a function of particle energy,
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such as dose rates) to be calculated directly. Estimates of neutron

reaction rates can be obtained as well.

For this work, the most important output from TART95 is the

energy-dependent particle distribution in each zone of interest.

TART95 calculates neutron pathlengths in a 175-group energy

structure. These pathlengths are converted by the TARTREAD utility

into 175-group neutron fluxes for use in subsequent neutron

activation calculations. The fluxes also may be collapsed down into

100 groups for use in the calculation of pseudo cross sections or

into a single group for subsequent neutron and (x,n) reaction

activation calculations.

4 .2  Materials damage

The SPECTER code calculates the DPA and gas production rates

for a material that experiences a given neutron spectrum and total

flux [5]. The 175-group neutron flux is calculated by TART95 and

TARTREAD. TARTREAD then collapses the 175-group neutron flux

down to a 100-point energy grid used by SPECTER. SPECTER uses

cross sections from the ENDF/B-V library and from the DISCS

computer code [5]. SPECTER is able to treat both elastic and
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inelastic scattering as well as (n,xn), (n,d), (n,t), (n,p), (n,3 He), (n,α),

and (n,γ) reactions. (Some of these reactions are treated in an

approximate manner.)

SPECTER output is given for many different elements and

materials. TARTREAD converts SPECTER output into an easy-to-read

table so that the user may quickly ascertain total DPA and gas

production rates.

4 .3  Sequential charged-particle reactions

The PCROSS code permits consideration of the effects of (x,n)

reactions through the use of pseudo cross sections [6]. PCROSS

calculates the 1-group pseudo cross sections for a particular

neutron spectrum and an initial material composition. Charged-

particle reactions that are currently considered by PCROSS are (p,n),

(d,n), (t,n), (3 He,n), (α ,n), (d,2n), and (t,2n).

The PCROSS code uses three different data libraries: KFKSPEC,

KFKSTOP, and KFKXN. The PCROSS development team at Karlsruhe,

Germany chose to develop the KFKSPEC library due to the lack of

available charged-particle spectra data [7]. This library was

generated using the ALICE code, which makes use of the pre-
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equilibrium hybrid model and the evaporation statistical model for

compound nuclei [8]. ALICE is limited to n, p, d, α , and γ exit

particles. The KFKSTOP library contains stopping powers and ranges

of the various charged particles and was created from an updated

version of the PRAL code [9]. The KFKXN library contains the

charged-particle reaction cross sections and was generated with the

ALICE code as well [7].

Starting with the incident neutron spectrum, PCROSS uses the

KFKSPEC library to calculate the normalized charged-particle

spectra that result from neutron interactions in the specified

medium. PCROSS then uses the charged-particle spectra along with

the stopping powers from the KFKSTOP library and charged-particle

reaction cross sections found in the KFKXN library to calculate the

pseudo cross sections [7].

TARTREAD combines the 1-group pseudo cross sections with 1-

group neutron cross sections, which are generated using the neutron

spectrum as a weighting function. The combined 1-group cross-

section library is used as an input to subsequent activation

calculations.
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4 .4  Radionuclide generation/depletion

The ACAB code performs the nuclide generation and depletion

calculations [10,11]. The ACAB input file specifies the material

volume and composition, the neutron spectrum and flux, and the

irradiation/cooling temporal history. The primary results generated

by ACAB are the isotopic concentrations as a function of time for

each spatial interval and/or zone within the TART95 geometric

model. ACAB also generates many of the radiological indices that are

based upon isotopic concentrations and/or radionuclide activities.

ACAB was one of only two activation codes that satisfied all

four criteria set by the IAEA in its 1993 activation code benchmark

study [12]. The criteria were intended to judge the suitability of an

inventory code for application to fusion problems.

Since the completion of the IAEA study, major improvements

have been made to ACAB by code author Javier Sanz. Most of these

improvements occurred during a one-year sabbatical spent at LLNL

and resulted in the creation of ACAB V2.0 [11]. ACAB V2.0

improvements include coupling to Monte Carlo transport codes,

treatment of pulsed/intermittent irradiation, treatment of

sequential charged-particle reactions, addition of decay photons
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from second isomeric states, calculation of contact dose rate

contributions from high-energy Bremsstrahlung radiation and from a

thin layer of material, coupling to the CHAINS code for pathway

analyses, and provision for specifying the neutron flux in an

arbitrary group structure [11].

ACAB uses the European Activation File version 3.1 (EAF3.1)

neutron cross-section library [13]. A pointwise version of the EAF3.1

library was converted into the standard ENDF/B-VI format and

collapsed into the TART95 175-group structure by Red Cullen using

the LINEAR and GROUPIE codes [14]. The 175-group constants were

converted by the author back into the EAF3.1 format for use with

ACAB.

The ACAB decay library is largely based upon the UKDECAY3 data

available with the FISPACT code [15]. (Incidentally, FISPACT is the

other activation code that the IAEA benchmark study found suitable

for application to fusion problems.) The photon library consists of

data from UKDECAY3 and the Erdtmann and Soyka photon library [16].

ACAB uses mass attenuation coefficients that have been recompiled

and calculated by Hubbell [17]. These are given for 40 elements in 35

energy groups that range from 1.0 keV to 20 MeV. SALs for waste
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disposal via shallow land burial are taken from Fetter, Cheng, and

Mann [18]. These limits are used with the radionuclide inventories to

estimate the waste-disposal rating and the intruder dose.

Subsequent spreadsheet calculations use the intruder dose and

life-cycle waste volumes to generate the DDI and AIHP indices.

4 .5  Accident consequences

Accident-consequence calculations are performed with the

ACCON code [19]. ACCON reads radionuclide inventories from

processed ACAB output. ACCON automatically uses the worst-case

radionuclide release fractions, but the user may elect to alter the

assumed set of release fractions. This option is used to obtain

results for the initial-case and mechanistic-case release fractions.

ACCON calculates the doses and estimates the health effects

resulting from a particular radionuclide release using the MAXDOSE

data library [19]. This library was created with the MACCS2

accident-consequence code system [20]. It includes four different

doses in each of twenty spatial intervals. In generating the MAXDOSE

library, results could be obtained only for radionuclides that were

included in the DECAYLIB.DAT, DOE-EH70, and INDEXR.DAT libraries.
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(The first two libraries are used by one code in the MACCS2 code

system, and the last library is used by another.) The intersection of

the three data libraries results in the MAXDOSE library having data

for about 250 radionuclides [19]. A complete list of radionuclides

available in the MAXDOSE library is given in reference 19.

Each of the doses computed for the MAXDOSE library is given on a

per-unit-activity basis. When doses per quantity released are

multiplied by release inventories, dose estimates are obtained.

These doses are used to estimate the number of early and cancer

fatalities that would result from a particular release of

radioact iv i ty.

4 .6  TARTREAD utility

The TARTREAD code has been developed to expedite the

calculation of a large number of radiological indices. TARTREAD is

an interactive code that walks the user through the process of

interpreting TART95 output files, generating ACAB input files,

generating pseudo cross sections for (x,n) reactions, and calculating

materials-damage information [1].
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TARTREAD begins by prompting the user for the name of a

TART95 output file from which spectral information is to be

obtained. In order for TARTREAD to create an ACAB input file,

TART95 must have been executed in the 175-energy group mode.

TARTREAD allows the user to select one or more zones from the

TART95 geometry. Once the selection of zones has been completed,

the user enters a source term, which is used to convert the energy-

dependent neutron pathlengths into neutron fluxes. The user may

then simply output the energy-dependent neutron fluxes or may

continue to create an ACAB input file, calculate DPA and gas

production rates with the SPECTER code, or calculate pseudo cross

sections with the PCROSS code.

If the user chooses to create an ACAB input file, he or she is

prompted for a title card, materials to be irradiated, irradiation and

cooling histories, and desired output tables. If materials-damage

information is desired, the user is prompted for a total irradiation

time, and the SPECTER calculation proceeds. Upon completion,

TARTREAD interprets the SPECTER results and converts them into

tabular form.
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If pseudo cross sections are to be calculated, the user is

prompted to enter the initial materials, and PCROSS is executed. The

175-group neutron fluxes are collapsed into 1-group fluxes and are

combined with the 1-group pseudo cross sections to form a single

library, which is used by ACAB. The user is then prompted to enter

information needed to create an ACAB input file. After TARTREAD

execution, the user is left with two files: an ACAB input file and a

1-group neutron and pseudo cross section library that must be used

with ACAB and the input file.

When creation of an ACAB input file is selected, TARTREAD

creates a file, with the name indicated, within the current directory.

If a file with that name already exists in the current directory, it

will be overwritten. Thus, use of the TARTREAD default file names

is not recommended. The ACAB input file may be moved to another

directory and immediately executed with ACAB and its standard

libraries. If a combined neutron and pseudo cross-section library

was created, it must be used with the ACAB input file that was

created at the same time.

Use of TARTREAD makes calculation of many radiological indices

a much simpler and more efficient process. TARTREAD quickly
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generates input files that can be used immediately with ACAB. Much

time that otherwise might be wasted debugging manually-written

input files is saved through use of TARTREAD. TARTREAD currently

operates only with the TART95 transport code, but conversion to

allow operation with other transport codes (MCNP, ONEDANT, ANISN,

etc.) would not be difficult.

4 .7  Synthesis

All calculations performed for the present work use the RADSAFE

system. A flowchart that describes the calculational process

followed by the RADSAFE system is given in Figure 4.7.1. The

RADSAFE system currently operates only on an HP/735 workstation,

but it may be converted quite easily for use on other Unix-based

workstations and Crays. Requests for copies of the complete

RADSAFE system or for portions of the system should be directed to

the author.
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5 . Effects of pulsed irradiation

IFE power plants will probably operate in a pulsed mode, whereas

MFE power plants will operate nearly continuously. MFE power plants

will probably ramp up their current for a time period on the order of

one hour, shut down for several minutes, and repeat the process.

Typical repetition rates for IFE power plants will be around 5 Hz.

Thus, neither IFE nor MFE operations will be truly steady-state.

Traditionally, activation calculations are performed assuming

steady-state operation, using a scaled neutron flux [1,2,3,4,5,6].

Recently, however, it has been suggested that this assumption may

not yield accurate results for all radionuclides of concern [7].

5 .1  Analytic relations for simple reaction chains

IFE and MFE each have two different pulse durations of interest.

The first, the interstage pulse duration, is the time between shots

in IFE and the time between current ramp-ups in MFE. This interstage

pulse duration, also known as the dwell time, is about 200 ms in IFE

and about 5 minutes in MFE. The second pulse duration of interest

consists of shutdown time for routine and unplanned maintenance
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operations. Unfortunately, neither the routine nor the unplanned

maintenance are well enough understood to allow accurate

calculations to be performed.

Sisolak, Spangler, and Henderson have expressed concerns

regarding the use of steady-state approximations for the calculation

of activation products resulting from pulsed irradiation [7]. They

define two methods for the approximation of pulsed irradiation: the

Steady-State (SS) and Equivalent Steady-State (ESS) methods. Both

methods conserve the total fluence. The SS method also conserves

the total irradiation time, while the ESS method conserves the total

operation time. In order to conserve both the total fluence and the

total operation time, the ESS method scales the flux by the ratio of

the irradiation time to the operation time.

For a single, stable isotope that reacts to form a second,

radioactive isotope, Sisolak, Spangler, and Henderson developed

analytic expressions for the ratio of the approximate inventory,

computed with steady-state assumptions, to the actual inventory of

the second isotope. Equations 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 give the ratios for the

SS and ESS methods, respectively [7]. An ideal approximation to the

actual, pulsed irradiation history would yield a ratio of one.
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N2ss

N2p

 = e -nσφp θ -  e -nλ θ

e-σφp θ -  e -λ θ
 × e -σφp θ -  e - λ θ + ∆

e-nσφp θ -  e -n λ θ + ∆ (5.1.1)

N2ess

N2p

 ≈ 
λ  -  σφp θ

θ  + ∆ λ - σφpθ
 × e-σφp θ -  e - λ θ  +  ∆

e-σφp θ -  e -λ θ (5.1.2)

where:

λ = decay constant (s-1) ;

σ = cross section (cm-2) ;

φp = pulsed neutron flux (n/cm2 –s);

θ = irradiation time (s);

∆ = time between pulses (s); and

n = number of pulses (dimensionless).

Sisolak, Spangler, and Henderson applied Equations 5.1.1 and 5.1.2

to estimates of the conditions likely to be encountered in future MFE

and IFE experimental facilities. Here, the parameters used are

different because the equations are applied to MFE and IFE power

plants, using reasonable estimates of the operating conditions that

might be experienced.

For an MFE tokamak power plant operating at 3000 MW of fusion

power with a 5 m major radius and a 2 m minor radius, the neutron

flux incident upon the first wall would be about 3 × 1014 n/cm2 –s. For

an IFE power plant with a 3-m-radius spherical chamber and a   1 µs
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pulse length, the first-wall flux would be 1.9 × 1020 n/cm2 –s for an

IFE power plant. These fluxes may be used in Equations 5.1.1 and

5.1.2 to determine the suitability of the SS and ESS methods when

applied to IFE and MFE power plants.

Figure 5.1.1 shows that both the SS and ESS approximations yield

acceptable results when used to calculate activation for MFE power

plant conditions. The ESS approximation does not perform as well as

the SS method. The ESS method underestimates the activities of

radionuclides with half-lives less than several times the dwell time

of 5 minutes. The SS method slightly overestimates the activities of

radionuclides with half-lives between several hours and several

years.

Figure 5.1.2 indicates that the SS method is ill-suited for use in

IFE calculations. This method leads to large overestimation of the

activities of radionuclides with half-lives between 1 µs and several

years. Because the SS method conserves the total irradiation time,

and a typical IFE power plant would experience only 80 minutes of

irradiation time during 30 years of operation, the failure of the SS

method under IFE power plant conditions is not surprising.
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Figure 5.1.1. Both the SS and ESS approximations are sufficiently
accurate for use in MFE activation calculations.
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Figure 5.1.3 shows results of the application of the ESS method

to conditions which might be experienced in an IFE power plant. The

ESS method yields accurate results for radionuclides with half-lives

greater than several times the dwell time of 200 ms. Fortunately, it

is only these radionuclides that are of concern for occupational and

accident analyses.
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Figure 5.1.2. The SS approximation yields unacceptably inaccurate
results when used to calculate the activation in an IFE power plant.
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It should be noted, however, that it is possible for the ESS

method to underestimate key radionuclides in situations in which a

short-lived intermediate radionuclide reacts to form a longer-lived

“bad actor” radionuclide. Since the ESS approximation, as previously

shown, underestimates short-lived radionuclides, it would

effectively truncate the multi-step reaction chain and, as a result,

would lead to underestimation of the longer-lived radionuclide. As

of yet, no reaction chains of this type have been identified.
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Figure 5.1.3. When applied to conditions that might be found in an
IFE power plant, the ESS approximation gives reasonable results for
radionuclides with half-lives greater than 1 second.
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5 .2  Calculations for complicated reaction chains

The equations derived by Sisolak, Spangler, and Henderson apply

only to a single, stable nuclide that reacts to a single, radioactive

daughter. Unfortunately, complicated reaction and decay schemes

cannot be analyzed so easily. In order to address more complicated

reaction chains and determine the suitability of the ESS method for

real activation problems, four example calculations have been
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performed with the ACAB activation code. The first two calculations

were performed for fixed components such as the first wall or other

structural materials that would be irradiated at repetition rates of

between 1 Hz and 5 Hz. The final two calculations were performed

for coolant and target materials. Circulating coolant would probably

be irradiated at a repetition rate near 0.05 Hz. High-Z target

materials, if recycled on a weekly basis (as recommended in several

IFE power plant design studies), would be irradiated at

approximately 1.7 × 10-6 Hz [4,6,8].

5 .2 .1  Irradiation of fixed components

First-wall structural activation calculations have been

performed for several operation times ranging from 1 hour to 1 year.

For each operation time, calculations were performed for 1 Hz and 5

Hz irradiation. At each frequency, two calculations have been

completed. The first used the ESS method, and the second modeled

the pulsed irradiation exactly. A comparison of the results has been

made to determine whether or not use of the ESS method is justified

under IFE irradiation conditions.
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Modeling the exact irradiation history would be prohibitively

expensive for most production calculations. Computing times for the

exact pulsed irradiation at 1 Hz operation are approximately 5% of

the operation time that is to be modeled. That is, in order to

simulate 1 hour of pulsed irradiation, about 3 minutes of CPU time

was required. The simulation of 1 year of operation for 5 Hz

irradiation required nearly 2000 hours of CPU time. The computing

times for the ESS approximation, on the other hand, are short -- less

than 10 seconds for all cases. Thus, there is a clear rationale for use

of the ESS method.

Table 5.2.1 gives results for the 1 Hz irradiation of pure 56Fe for

an operation time of 1 hour (3600 pulses). Table 5.2.2 gives the

results for an operation time of 1 year (3.2 × 107  pulses). Both

tables list all radionuclides with half-lives greater than 1 second

and shutdown activities (in the pulsed irradiation case) in excess of

3.7 × 104  Bq (1 µCi). Radionuclides whose ESS and pulsed activities

differ by more than 5% are highlighted in bold print. These tables

show that the ESS approximation provides a very good estimate of

the radionuclide inventories. In fact, only a single radionuclide, 50Sc,

was not estimated to within 5% after 1 hour of operation. The ESS
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Table 5.2.1. Activities after 1 hour of pulsed irradiation of 56Fe at
a repetition rate of 1 Hz. Radionuclides with half-lives ³ 1 s and
shutdown activities ³ 3.7 × 104  Bq are included. Results that differ
by more than 5%  are highlighted in bold print.

H a l f - l i f e Pulsed Ratio: ESS/Pulsed
Nuclide ( s ) Activity (Bq) SHUTDOWN 1 hour

H  3 3.88E+08 4.01E+12 1.0000 1.0000
SC 47 2.89E+05 3.78E+04 1.0000 1.0000
SC 49 3.44E+03 3.85E+05 1.0000 1.0000
SC 50 1 . 0 3 E + 0 2 2 . 8 5 E + 0 5 1 . 0 8 4 0 1 . 0 8 4 0
TI 51 3.46E+02 2.67E+12 0.9989 0.9990
TI 52 1.02E+02 2.30E+07 1.0395 1.0395
V 52 2.26E+02 8.90E+10 0.9985 0.9985
V 53 9.66E+01 7.39E+11 1.0367 1.0365
V 54 4.98E+01 1.42E+12 1.0133 1.0138
CR 51 2.39E+06 1.06E+08 1.0000 1.0000
CR 55 2.10E+02 3.25E+18 0.9985 0.9981
MN 52M 1.27E+03 1.87E+06 0.9995 0.9996
MN 54 2.70E+07 4.43E+14 1.0000 1.0000
MN 56 9.28E+03 1.55E+16 1.0000 1.0000
FE 55 8.61E+07 2.47E+12 1.0000 1.0000

method calculated the shutdown activities of all radionuclides (with

half-lives greater than 1 second and shutdown activities greater

than 3.7 × 104  Bq) to within 5% of the pulsed results for 1 year of

operation.

Tables 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 give similar results for the 5 Hz

irradiation of natural iron. Once again, the ratios of the ESS-

calculated shutdown activity to the actual, pulsed activity are given

for all radionuclides with half-lives greater than 1 second and

shutdown activities greater than 3.7 × 104  Bq (1 µCi). The ESS

method again yields excellent results. The results of these
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Table 5.2.2. Activities after 1 year of pulsed irradiation of 56Fe at
a repetition rate of 1 Hz. Radionuclides with half-lives ³ 1 s and
shutdown activities ³ 3.7 × 104  Bq are included. The ESS and pulsed
results agree to within 5% for all radionuclides.

H a l f - l i f e Pulsed Ratio: ESS/Pulsed
Nuclide ( s ) Activity (Bq) SHUTDOWN 1 hour

H  3 3.88E+08 3.41E+16 1.0000 1.0000
S 37 3.03E+02 1.39E+06 1.0022 1.0021
CL 38 2.23E+03 5.88E+07 1.0010 1.0010
CL 39 3.34E+03 1.66E+06 1.0084 1.0087
CL 40 8.28E+01 2.48E+06 0.9996 0.9990
AR 37 3.02E+06 4.43E+04 1.0032 1.0032
AR 39 8.48E+09 1.82E+05 1.0225 1.0225
AR 41 6.55E+03 2.37E+11 1.0008 1.0006
AR 42 1.04E+09 2.29E+06 1.0092 1.0092
AR 43 3.24E+02 4.50E+07 1.0300 1.0299
AR 44 7.12E+02 9.70E+07 1.0355 1.0360
AR 45 2.15E+01 1.44E+06 0.9840 N/A
K 42 4.45E+04 1.83E+10 1.0066 1.0069
K 43 8.03E+04 2.53E+11 1.0107 1.0106
K 44 1.33E+03 4.14E+11 1.0002 1.0003
K 45 1.07E+03 8.04E+09 0.9999 1.0000
K 46 1.08E+02 1.28E+08 1.0305 1.0299
K 47 1.75E+01 1.42E+08 1.0162 N/A
K 48 6.80E+00 2.19E+06 0.9508 N/A
CA 45 1.41E+07 1.66E+12 1.0000 1.0000
CA 47 3.92E+05 8.78E+13 1.0362 1.0363
CA 49 5.23E+02 6.20E+09 0.9994 0.9994
SC 43 1.40E+04 3.37E+05 1.0416 1.0415
SC 44 1.41E+04 3.47E+10 1.0104 1.0116
SC 44M 2.11E+05 6.95E+09 1.0391 1.0392
SC 46 7.24E+06 6.86E+14 1.0000 1.0001
SC 46M 1.87E+01 2.23E+12 0.9861 N/A
SC 47 2.89E+05 1.14E+15 1.0299 1.0302
SC 48 1.57E+05 2.46E+12 1.0155 1.0153
SC 49 3.44E+03 1.23E+14 1.0000 1.0002
SC 50 1.03E+02 2.51E+13 0.9964 0.9966
TI 45 1.11E+04 6.38E+10 1.0017 1.0018
TI 51 3.46E+02 2.68E+16 0.9993 0.9990
TI 52 1.02E+02 1.67E+13 0.9964 0.9967
V 48 1.38E+06 2.52E+10 1.1952 1.1951
V 49 2.91E+07 5.96E+13 1.0000 1.0000
V 52 2.26E+02 1.40E+15 0.9986 0.9986
V 53 9.66E+01 5.47E+15 0.9963 0.9964
V 54 4.98E+01 1.28E+16 0.9929 0.9932
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Table 5.2.2. (Continued.)
CR 51 2.39E+06 1.90E+15 1.0000 1.0000
CR 55 2.10E+02 3.20E+18 0.9984 0.9981
MN 51 2.77E+03 3.55E+07 1.0448 1.0451
MN 52 4.83E+05 5.81E+12 1.0449 1.0449
MN 52M 1.27E+03 3.44E+14 0.9997 0.9998
MN 53 1.17E+14 2.92E+10 1.0000 1.0000
MN 54 2.70E+07 2.61E+18 1.0000 1.0000
MN 56 9.28E+03 6.48E+16 1.0000 1.0000
FE 53 5.11E+02 2.76E+06 1.0004 0.9997
FE 53M 1.56E+02 2.77E+06 0.9978 0.9976
FE 55 8.61E+07 1.87E+16 1.0000 1.0000

calculations confirm that the ESS approximation, when applied to

typical IFE power plant conditions, gives a very good estimate of the

radionuclide activities after irradiation.

The ESS approximation appears to give sufficiently accurate

results for the irradiation of fixed materials under typical IFE

conditions. Pulsed irradiation from 1 to 5 Hz was modeled, but the

results suggest that the observed trends would continue to

repetition rates of 10 Hz or more, which might be experienced in

some IFE power plant designs. Example calculations for 10 Hz pulsed

irradiation have not been performed due to their prohibitively large

computation times and expense.

Analysis of the SS approximation as it might be applied under

typical MFE conditions yielded accurate, yet conservative results.

Therefore, the radionuclide inventories for all fixed components will
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be calculated using the ESS approximation for IFE power plants and

the SS approximation for MFE power plants. The suitability of the

ESS method for activation calculations of non-fixed components is

explored in the following section.

Table 5.2.3. Activities after 1 hour of pulsed irradiation of natural
iron at a repetition rate of 5 Hz. Radionuclides with half-lives ³ 1 s
and shutdown activities ³ 3.7 × 104  Bq are included. Results that
differ by more than 5% are highlighted in bold print.

Pulsed Ratio: ESS/Pulsed
Nuclide Half- l i fe (s) Activity (Bq) SHUTDOWN 1 hour

H  3 3.88E+08 3.04E+12 0.9989 0.9989
SC 49 3.44E+03 2.30E+05 0.9966 0.9966
SC 50 1 . 0 3 E + 0 2 1 . 8 5 E + 0 5 1 . 0 8 3 0 1 . 0 8 3 0
TI 51 3.46E+02 1.69E+12 0.9976 0.9975
TI 52 1.02E+02 4.24E+10 1.0396 1.0396
V 48 1.38E+06 6.20E+08 0.9977 0.9977
V 49 2.91E+07 1.10E+07 0.9979 0.9979
V 52 2.26E+02 4.89E+11 0.9939 0.9970
V 53 9.66E+01 4.69E+11 1.0372 1.0372
V 54 4.98E+01 8.99E+11 1.0171 1.0171
CR 51 2.39E+06 1.03E+10 0.9986 0.9986
CR 55 2.10E+02 2.20E+18 0.9985 0.9986
CR 56 3.54E+02 4.33E+16 0.9987 0.9987
CR 57 2.10E+01 3.87E+15 0.9956 N/A
MN 51 2.77E+03 2.28E+10 0.9977 0.9977
MN 52 4.83E+05 1.16E+16 0.9989 0.9989
MN 52M 1.27E+03 3.32E+11 0.9983 0.9983
MN 53 1.17E+14 2.87E+07 0.9990 0.9990
MN 54 2.70E+07 3.00E+14 0.9989 0.9989
MN 56 9.28E+03 3.99E+16 0.9989 0.9989
MN 57 8.70E+01 5.60E+15 0.9987 0.9982
MN 58 6.50E+01 1.54E+14 0.9978 0.9978
MN 58M 3.00E+00 1.38E+15 0.9761 N/A
FE 53 5 . 1 1 E + 0 2 4 . 9 8 E + 1 5 0 . 9 2 6 1 0 . 9 4 7 7
FE 53M 1.56E+02 5.04E+15 0.9992 0.9992
FE 55 8.61E+07 3.06E+13 0.9989 0.9989
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Table 5.2.4. Results for 1 hour irradiation of natural iron at 5 Hz.
Radionuclides with half-lives ³ 1 s and activities ³ 3.7 × 104  Bq
(1 µCi) are included. The ESS and pulsed results lie within 5% for all
radionuclides.

Pulsed Ratio: ESS/Pulsed
Nuclide Half- l i fe (s) Activity (Bq) SHUTDOWN 1 hour

H  3 3.88E+08 2.59E+16 0.9989 0.9989
S 37 3.03E+02 8.01E+05 1.0005 1.0005
S 39 1.15E+01 1.22E+05 0.9888 N/A
CL 38 2.23E+03 3.43E+07 0.9984 0.9984
CL 39 3.34E+03 1.10E+06 1.0044 1.0044
CL 40 8.28E+01 1.42E+06 1.0004 1.0004
CL 41 3.40E+01 1.05E+05 0.9931 0.9931
CL 42 6.80E+00 1.49E+05 0.9847 N/A
AR 39 8.48E+09 1.13E+05 1.0195 1.0195
AR 41 6.59E+03 1.46E+11 0.9989 0.9989
AR 42 1.04E+09 3.47E+07 0.9959 0.9959
AR 43 3.24E+02 2.75E+07 1.0291 1.0291
AR 44 7.12E+02 5.98E+07 1.0335 1.0335
AR 45 2.15E+01 2.71E+07 0.9923 N/A
K 42 4.45E+04 2.64E+10 1.0031 1.0031
K 43 8.03E+04 1.51E+11 1.0080 1.0080
K 44 1.33E+03 2.58E+11 0.9986 0.9986
K 45 1.07E+03 1.24E+10 0.9960 0.9960
K 46 1.08E+02 7.85E+07 1.0307 1.0307
K 47 1.75E+01 1.00E+08 1.0240 N/A
K 48 6.80E+00 4.02E+07 0.9854 N/A
CA 45 1.41E+07 2.95E+13 0.9967 0.9966
CA 47 3.92E+05 5.77E+13 1.0347 1.0347
CA 49 5.23E+02 4.43E+09 0.9981 0.9981
SC 44 1.41E+04 1.27E+11 0.9932 0.9951
SC 44M 2.11E+05 3.80E+10 1.0283 1.0283
SC 46 7.24E+06 4.28E+14 0.9977 0.9977
SC 46M 1.87E+01 1.95E+12 0.9968 N/A
SC 47 2.89E+05 8.20E+14 1.0282 1.0282
SC 48 1.57E+05 5.68E+12 1.0119 1.0119
SC 49 3.44E+03 7.69E+13 0.9977 0.9977
SC 50 1.03E+02 1.87E+13 0.9977 0.9977
TI 45 1.11E+04 3.73E+10 0.9986 0.9986
TI 51 3.46E+02 1.87E+16 0.9976 0.9976
TI 52 1.02E+02 3.86E+14 0.9971 0.9971
V 48 1.38E+06 1.32E+14 0.9368 0.9368
V 49 2.91E+07 6.90E+14 0.9977 0.9977
V 52 2.26E+02 5.02E+15 0.9974 0.9974
V 53 9.66E+01 3.48E+15 0.9971 0.9971
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Table 5.2.4. (Continued.)
V 54 4.98E+01 8.16E+15 0.9964 0.9964
CR 51 2.39E+06 1.33E+16 0.9960 0.9960
CR 55 2.10E+02 2.16E+18 0.9986 0.9986
CR 56 3.54E+02 4.24E+16 0.9987 0.9987
CR 57 2.10E+01 3.79E+15 0.9956 N/A
MN 51 2.77E+03 1.26E+13 0.9978 0.9978
MN 52 4.83E+05 2.20E+18 0.9989 0.9989
MN 52M 1.27E+03 2.93E+15 0.9977 0.9977
MN 53 1.17E+14 2.65E+11 0.9988 0.9988
MN 54 2.70E+07 1.77E+18 0.9989 0.9989
MN 56 9.28E+03 1.71E+17 0.9989 0.9989
MN 57 8.70E+01 5.49E+15 0.9987 0.9982
MN 58 6.50E+01 1.51E+14 0.9978 0.9978
MN 58M 3.00E+00 1.35E+15 0.9762 N/A
FE 53 5.11E+02 4.90E+15 0.9989 0.9988
FE 53M 1.56E+02 4.90E+15 0.9984 0.9984
FE 55 8.61E+07 2.32E+17 0.9989 0.9989

5 .2 .2  Irradiation of mobile components

The final two sets of calculations were performed to determine

whether or not the ESS approximation yields satisfactory results

when applied to materials that are irradiated on a less-frequent

basis. Examples of such materials include the coolant and the high-Z

hohlraum. These materials might be irradiated at repetition rates on

the order of 0.05 and 1.7 × 10-6 Hz, respectively. The repetition rate

is low for the coolant because it circulates throughout the primary

heat-transfer loop. About every 20 seconds, the coolant returns to

the target chamber and is reirradiated. For the high-Z target

materials, many IFE power plant designs plan only weekly
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irradiation [4,6,8]. Each plant would have a single week’s worth of

target materials. This weekly inventory would be continuously

refabricated into the next batch of targets. Thus, an average control

volume of high-Z target material would be irradiated once per week.

Two calculations were performed to analyze the impact of using

the ESS approximation to obtain the radionuclide inventories in the

coolant. The first calculation used the actual, pulsed irradiation

history in which a control volume of coolant was irradiated for 1 µs

every 20 seconds. The second calculation assumed that the coolant

was irradiated continuously at a scaled flux.

The ratio of the two results is presented in Figure 5.2.1 as a

function of radionuclide half-life. These results suggest that the

ESS method provides a reasonable estimate of the induced activity

in a material that is irradiated at 0.05 Hz. When calculated with the

ESS method, the inventories of radionuclides with half-lives greater

than two to three times the 20-second dwell time are within 5 to

10% of the actual inventories. While the inventories of shorter-lived

radionuclides are not calculated accurately (nor conservatively)

with the ESS method, such short-lived isotopes do not make a

significant contribution to accident doses. It should be noted,
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however, that some of these radionuclides may, in fact, make a

significant contribution to the occupational dose rates experienced

during routine plant operations. Despite this possible disadvantage,

the ESS approximation will be used for all coolant activation

calculations.

Figure 5.2.1. As was seen for fixed components, the ESS method
provides an accurate estimate of the activity for radionuclides with
half-lives greater than two to three times the dwell time.
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The final calculations were performed to evaluate the

application of the ESS method to high-Z target materials that are
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irradiated only once per week throughout the lifetime of the power

plant. In the first calculation, activation products for tantalum,

tungsten, mercury, and lead hohlraums were calculated using the

actual, pulsed irradiation history (one irradiation per week for 30

years). The second calculation assumed continuous irradiation with a

flux that was scaled by the ratio of the actual irradiation time

(assumed at 1 µs per shot) to the operation time -- a factor of 1.7 ×

10-12.

The ratio of the ESS activity to the actual activity is plotted in

Figure 5.2.2 as a function of radionuclide half-life. Once again,

activities of radionuclides with half-lives more than two to three

times greater than the dwell time are accurately estimated when

the ESS method is used. Unfortunately, since the dwell time is one

week, the inventories of radionuclides with half-lives of minutes,

hours, and days are not accurately estimated. Since these are the

very radionuclides that ordinarily dominate accident and routine

exposures, the ESS method should not be used for high-Z target

material activation. Fortunately, since target material would be

irradiated only once per week, pulsed irradiation calculations

require only 1560 individual pulses. Such a small number of pulses
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can be easily modeled with current computing systems. All

activation calculations performed for the high-Z target materials

will use the actual, pulsed irradiation history.

Figure 5.2.2. Calculation of the activation of high-Z target
materials using the ESS approximation gives accurate results for
radionuclides with half-lives that are two to three times that of the
dwell time. With a dwell time of 1 week, however, the ESS
approximation cannot be used for high-Z target activation.
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5 .3  Routine and unplanned maintenance

The above analyses have shown that the ESS method is

sufficiently accurate for modeling the pulsed irradiation inherent to
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IFE power plants. Similarly, the SS approximation is useful in

activation calculations under likely MFE conditions. Power plants,

however, will often be brought down for periods of planned and

unplanned maintenance. Neither approximation can account for these

extended times during which no irradiation occurs. In addition, it is

difficult to accurately predict the frequency or duration of

maintenance operations for fusion power plant systems when many

of these systems have never been constructed.

Two methods for compensating for shutdown periods have been

used in the past. The first method, used traditionally, is simply to

scale the neutron flux by the expected power plant capacity factor.

This approach, however, underestimates short-lived radionuclides,

which tend to dominate the doses in most accident scenarios. This

approach would be nonconservative, and thus, will not be used in the

present work.

The second approach uses a combination of the ESS method and

pulsed irradiation. It was first used in activation calculations

performed for the SOMBRERO and Osiris IFE power plant designs [8].

In the Osiris/SOMBRERO calculations, the predicted power plant

availability of 75% was modeled using an assumption that the power
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plant would operate continuously (100% capacity) for 25 days each

month. At the end of each month, it was assumed that the plant

would be shutdown for 5 days for routine maintenance. This

sequence was repeated for 11 months, after which the plant was

assumed to be shutdown for an additional 35 days for extended

annual maintenance. During times of continuous operation, the ESS

method was employed.

It is the author’s opinion that little can be gained from this

mixed approach. The combination of the ESS method with pulsed

irradiation requires critical assumptions about the operation of

fusion power plants that cannot be made at this time.

All activation calculations performed for this work assume that

irradiation occurs at 100% capacity for either the component life-

time or for 30 full–power–years of operation.
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6 . Effects of sequential charged-particle reactions

For fusion power plants, (x,n) reactions may be of particular

importance in tritium-breeding materials. By design, such materials

must produce, on the average, more than one triton and one alpha

particle per fusion reaction (a breeding ratio in excess of one is

required to compensate for losses). Due to the large charged-

particle fluxes generated in tritium-breeding materials, it seems

likely that sequential charged-particle reactions may have a

significant effect upon isotopic inventories.

In the HYLIFE-II and Osiris power plant designs, liquid Flibe is

used as the coolant, the first-wall protection scheme, and tritium

breeding material [1,2]. Flibe is typically considered a low- to

medium-activation material [1,2,3,4]. This is because the only

radiologically significant radionuclide produced from pure Flibe is

18F, which decays with a 110 minute half-life. The only long-lived

radioisotope produced in pure Flibe has been thought to be 10Be. With

a half-life of 1.6 million years, no energetic decay radiation, and a

low production cross section, 10Be does not present a significant

radiological hazard. Previous studies, however, did not consider (x,n)

reactions in their analyses.
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Since Flibe is used for tritium breeding, many tritons and alpha

particles will be generated. The alpha particles, although they stop

in the remaining Flibe, have an opportunity to react with fluorine via

the 19F(α ,n)22Na reaction (the reaction has a 2.36 MeV threshold).

Since 22Na has a 2.6 year half-life and emits 1.3 MeV γ-rays, the

production of large amounts of 22Na could significantly affect the

radiological hazard posed by Flibe.

For clarity, it should be noted that 22Na may, in fact, be produced

in pure Flibe. Production in pure Flibe, however, is possible only via

a multi-step reaction/decay chain. The dominant chain for the

neutron reaction production of 22Na is:

19F(n,γ)20F (β-) 20Ne(n,γ)21Ne(n,γ)22Ne(n,γ)23Ne (β-) 23Na(n,2n)22Na

Two calculations have been performed to demonstrate the

importance of sequential charged-particle reactions in the

activation of Flibe. The first calculation was performed for pure

Flibe. The second calculation included Flibe’s likely impurities. Each

calculation was performed with and without (x,n) reactions. Both

calculations utilized neutron spectra generated for the Flibe in a

one-dimensional model of the HYLIFE-II power plant. The neutron
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flux was scaled by a factor of 2.15 × 10- 2 (using the ESS method) to

account for the fraction of the total Flibe inventory (1240 m3 ) that

would be in the chamber at any given time. A 30-year operation time

was used.

Figure 6.1.1 gives the contact dose rate as a function of time

after shutdown resulting from a semi-infinite media that contains

radionuclides at the concentrations calculated for the finite

medium. The figure shows that neglect of potential (x,n) reactions

can lead to severe underestimation of contact dose rates at

shutdown times when maintenance and decommissioning would most

likely be performed.

The large difference in the contact dose rates is due mostly to

direct production of 22Na via the 19F(α ,n) reaction rather than by the

7-step neutron chain. Despite the small pseudo cross section (only

1.7 × 10-7 barns integrated over the neutron spectrum), 22Na is much

more likely to be produced directly than by the 7-step neutron chain.

Consideration of the (x,n) reaction leads to a factor of 1.4 × 101 4

more 22Na being produced than by the 7-step neutron chain alone.

When the (x,n) reaction is included, 22Na reaches an equilibrium
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concentration of 1.3 × 104  Bq/cc (due to a large 22Na (n,p) 22Ne cross

section, 22Na reaches equilibrium rapidly).

Figure 6.1.1. Without consideration of sequential charged-particle
reactions, the contact dose rate from a semi-infinite medium of
Flibe is severely underestimated at times when maintenance would
likely take place (days to years). The production of 22Na from 19F(α ,n)
dominates the difference.
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The second set of calculations was done for impure Flibe. The

composition used was that suggested by Toma (see Appendix A) with

10 wppm tantalum added (to account for the high-Z target material

that becomes an impurity in the Flibe) [5]. As above, the first

calculation considered only neutron reactions, while the second also
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considered (x,n) reactions. For impure Flibe, the addition of (x,n)

reactions makes no difference in the resulting contact dose rate,

because the contact dose rate is dominated by radionuclides

produced in neutron reactions with Flibe impurities. Figure 6.1.2

shows the contact dose rates predicted from activated pure and

impure Flibe, calculated including (x,n) reactions.

Figure 6.1.2. Calculations of the activation of pure and impure
Flibe show that the Flibe impurities dominate the contact dose rate
from minutes until hundreds of years after irradiation. Both
calculations included (x,n) reactions.
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Figure 6.1.3 shows the contact dose rate as a function of time

after irradiation for radionuclides that make a significant

contribution to the total contact dose rate from impure Flibe. Note

that in impure Flibe, 22Na never accounts for more than about 1% of

the total contact dose rate. Radionuclides such as 182Ta and 60Co

dominate the dose rate at times of more than a few days after

shutdown. The 24Na and 5 6Mn are both larger contributors to the total

contact dose rate than is 22Na. The 182Ta is produced from the

tantalum target material, and 60Co, 24Na, and 56Mn are produced from

the nickel, sodium, and iron impurities, respectively.

Figure 6.1.3. Radionuclides produced in neutron reactions with
tantalum, nickel, sodium, and iron impurities dominate the contact
dose rate from Flibe.
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These example calculations show that the relative importance of

(x,n) reactions may vary strongly with the composition of materials

considered. Recent publications indicate that the importance of (x,n)

reactions is not limited to breeding materials [6,7]. It is appropriate

to include (x,n) reactions in every calculation until it is possible to

identify materials and/or situations in which they are not

important. Therefore, all calculations described in the remainder of

the present work include contributions from (x,n) reactions.
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7 . Overview of fusion power plant designs

No single design has been, or probably ever will be, universally

accepted as the best fusion energy power plant (nor should one

necessarily be so accepted). Since one of the purposes of this work

is to learn something of the possibilities in the safety and

environmental characteristics of IFE, it is prudent to consider a

wide variety of design choices. This report makes comparisons not

only among the various IFE designs but also between IFE and MFE

designs.

The number of designs for which detailed design information is

readily available is limited (even the most complete design reports

usually fail to give sufficient information to allow repetition of

results to take place). Designs published within the last decade are

more likely to utilize assumptions consistent with modern target

physics. Such designs are also more likely to contain target designs

that could not be published previously due to their classification by

the DOE. Additionally, more detailed analyses are possible for recent

designs due to the relative ease of locating personnel who are

familiar with such designs. Thus, the selection of IFE designs is

biased towards the more recent undertakings.
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In this report, five different IFE designs are analyzed. These

designs include a wide variety of possible design features. They

include indirect- and direct-drive targets, solid and liquid first-

walls, and traditional and advanced structural materials. Although

all possible design features and concepts are not represented, many

of the most probable features are investigated. It should be noted,

however, that the failure to include a particular design concept or

feature is not intended to reflect negatively upon the possibility or

probability of its future use. The simple fact is that not all

possibilities could be considered.

To allow comparisons between IFE and MFE power plant designs

to be done on equal footing (a relative comparison can be made only

if each design is evaluated in the same manner and to the same

degree), two MFE designs have been analyzed using the same

methodology used for analysis of the IFE designs. Due to the limited

background knowledge of the author, the MFE designs are not

presented in as much detail as are their IFE counterparts. Additional

details for several MFE designs are given in the ESECOM report and in

a subsequent journal article by Kinzig, Holdren, and Hibbard [1,2].

Inclusion of the two MFE cases is intended to highlight key ES&H
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advantages and/or disadvantages that are introduced by differences

between the two technologies.

7 .1  Inertial fusion energy designs

Five different IFE power plant designs have been analyzed. These

designs are listed in Table 7.1.1 along with the organization which

created the design and the year of initial publication. Descriptions

of the major features of each of the designs are given in the

sections that follow.

Table 7.1.1 Five IFE power plant designs have been analyzed.
Design name Principal authoring organization Date

Cascade Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 1983
HYLIFE-II Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 1991
Osir is W. J. Schafer Associates 1992
Prometheus McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace 1992
SOMBRERO W. J. Schafer Associates 1992

As previously mentioned, the selection of IFE designs for this

report is biased towards more recent designs. The reasons for this

include updated target physics understanding and predictions, the

recent declassification of many details of the ICF process, and the

relative ease of tracking down information and personnel involved
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with the various studies. It must be stressed, however, that those

designs which have been selected do not necessarily represent all

designs which are worthy of further pursuit. The recent IAEA book,

Energy from Inertial Fusion, gives a comprehensive listing of major

IFE power plant studies along with many operational parameters for

each design [3]. The reader is encouraged to refer to Table 3.4.1 in

the IAEA book.

7 .1 .1  Reference target design

All but one of the IFE power plant designs that are analyzed

would use indirect-drive targets. Indirect-drive targets would rely

upon high-Z materials such as tantalum or gold to convert laser or

ion energy into x-rays that, in turn, ablate the outer shell of the

capsule and cause the implosion to occur. Activation of the high-Z

materials can be an significant factor in the safety and

environmental characteristics of an IFE power plant design.

For purposes of analysis, a reference indirect-drive target

design has been selected. This reference design, with minor

modifications, is used for all of the indirect-drive IFE designs that

are evaluated in this report. Only the high-Z target material and the
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fusion yield are varied from one design to another. The reference

target design is a slightly modified version of that presented by

Woodworth and Meier and is shown in Figure 7.1.1 [4].

Figure 7.1.1. The major components of the reference IFE target
design include the hohlraum, capsule, shield, and radiator [4].

Ion
beam

Radiator

Plastic

Capsule

Shield

Hohlraum

Components of the reference target design include the hohlraum

casing, the high-Z hohlraum lining and shields, the helium fill gas,

the capsule support system (thin plastic sheets), the radiation

converters (for ion drivers only), and the actual capsule. The bulk of

the hohlraum would be 1-mm-thick and would most likely be made of

a material such as Flibe or metallic lithium. The high-Z hohlraum

lining and shields would need to be about 40-µm-thick [5]. Several

candidate high-Z materials include tantalum, tungsten, mercury, and
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lead [3,4]. The helium fill gas would provide a back pressure, which

would slow the migration of high-Z material from the hohlraum

walls [5]. The capsule would be supported within the hohlraum by

thin plastic sheets, which would need to be strong enough to

withstand the large accelerations encountered during target

injection [4].

The radiation converters, which would be used only with ion

beam drivers, would be encased in high-Z material (20-µm-thick)

and would be made of relatively low-Z materials such as beryllium,

lithium, or Flibe. The converters would contain a small quantity of

high-Z material (approximately 4 × 10- 4 atom fraction) [6]. The low-

Z material would stop the incident ions, which have energies as high

as 10 GeV, and the high-Z material would efficiently reirradiate the

absorbed energy as x-rays [6].

Figure 7.1.2 shows the design of a typical fuel capsule. The

capsule would consist of three distinct regions: an ablator, the solid

DT fuel, and a central region filled with DT gas. The ablator would be

vaporized by the energy deposited by x-rays. Because the ablator

would be blown away from the fuel surface, it would push against

the fuel, causing the fuel to implode. The ablator would be made of
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low-Z materials such as plastic or beryllium [4]. A typical IFE

capsule would contain approximately 3.9 mg of fuel, of which 2.4 mg

would be tritium (assuming that a fifty-fifty mix of deuterium and

tritium would be used) [4].

Figure 7.1.2. The reference IFE capsule design would contain
approximately 3.9 mg of DT fuel, of which 2.4 mg is tritium [4].

Plastic or Be

Solid DT

DT gas

ρ = 0.90 g/cc

ρ = 0.25 g/cc

ρ = 0.3 mg/cc

2.34 mm

2.12 mm

1.80 mm

7 .1 .2  Reference target factory

Early IFE power plant designs will require DT, and thus, each will

require an on-site target factory. (Later IFE power plants may not be

based upon the DT fuel cycle.) The target factory is a major source
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of tritium and activated target material, both of which may be

susceptible to accidental release.

To analyze the hazards presented by the continual production of

IFE targets, this report assumes a reference target factory. Such a

target factory might consist of two separate target production

lines, each of which ordinarily would be operated at 50% of its full

capacity [7]. In the event of a failure on one of the production lines,

the second line could be brought up to full capacity rapidly, and the

power plant would avert a shutdown due to a lack of targets [7]. Such

a design would reduce on-site tritium inventories by reducing the

number of targets that would have to be stored to avoid frequent

plant shutdowns.

Hazard analyses have been performed for both the tritium that is

continually moving through the various target-production processes

and the activated high-Z target material. Estimated tritium

inventories for each of the target-factory processes are given in

Table 7.1.2 [7]. The total target-factory tritium inventory is

estimated at 300 g. This estimate is based upon assumptions of two

production lines, a 6.7 Hz repetition rate, and a 30 minute supply of

surplus targets [7]. Actual tritium inventories will vary from one
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design to another due to differences in target yield, tritium per

target, and repetition rates. Inventories may also vary according to

target-production methods such as fuel-layering techniques and the

types of quality-control systems used.

Table 7.1.2. Estimate of total target factory tritium inventory [4].

Process step
Tritium inventory

(g)

Inject ion:
2 tritium reservoirs @ 100 g each
2 trays of capsules @ 5 g each

200
1 0

Layering and quality assurance:
2 trays of capsules @ 5 g each

1 0

Sabot loading:
2 trays of capsules @ 5 g each

1 0

Storage of complete targets:
12,000 @ 2.4 mg each

2 9

Transport chain to target chamber:
50 m @ 1 m/s = 50 s
50 s of targets @ 6.7 Hz = 335 targets
335 targets @ 2.4 mg/target = 0.8 g

1

Allowance for tritium in piping and purge lines 4 0
Total target-factory tritium inventory 300

For an IFE plant operating at a 6.7 Hz repetition rate, the annual

throughput of high-Z material would be more than 50 metric tons.

The total inventory of activated high-Z target material can be

greatly reduced through recycling on a weekly basis. That is, a used

target and its high-Z material, vaporized during the shot, would be
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recovered, held and allowed to cool for one week, and then reused in

another target. Recycling would reduce the quantity of high-Z

material required during the lifetime of a plant from more than

1500 tons to less than a single ton [4]. The obvious drawback of this

practice is the required handling, fabrication, and storage of

activated high-Z material. This material becomes an additional

source of hazard. Calculations of the hazards presented by the target

factory include contributions from activated high-Z target

materials.

7 .1 .3  Cascade design

The Cascade design was first published in a 1983 paper by

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) [8]. The design

represents one of the more unusual ones presented by the IFE

community. Cascade would consist of a double-coned reaction

chamber, which would rotate about its horizontal axis at a rate of

50 revolutions per minute [9]. The rotation might be similar to that

of a cement mixer. The chamber rotation is such that ceramic

granules may be injected near the ends and suspended against the

first-wall. Figure 7.1.3 is an artist’s conception of Cascade. The
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figure is a cut-away view that shows the reaction chamber, the

entry points for the heavy ion beams and the target, and the ceramic

granules [9]. The figure also indicates the axis of rotation and shows

the granule scoops and the support rails with rollers.

Figure 7.1.3. An artist’s conception of the Cascade IFE power plant
design shows the double-coned geometry, the SiC panels, the SiC-
fiber/aluminum tendons, and the ceramic-granule blanket. Cascade
would rotate about its horizontal axis in a manner similar to that of
a cement mixer. Targets would be irradiated by either heavy ion or
laser beams [9].

Targets would be injected into the Cascade chamber at a rate of

5 Hz and irradiated by 5 MJ of heavy ions. The targets would reach a

peak areal density of 3 g/cm2 , and each target would yield 375 MJ of
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fusion energy [9]. In addition to the hohlraum and capsule, each

Cascade target would include a solid lithium x-ray and debris shield.

The shield would have a total mass of 1 kg and would protect the

front layer of ceramic granules against shocks, x-rays, and target

debris. Openings at both ends would allow the heavy ion beams to

enter the inner potion of the target. The shield would be mostly 7 L i

to increase the overall tritium breeding ratio (TBR) [10].

The ceramic-granule blanket would be made of two different

materials, which would be separated into three distinct regions. The

total blanket thickness would be one meter. The first blanket region,

closest to the chamber center, would consist of a 1-cm-thick layer

of high-temperature carbon granules. This region would have

unrestricted flow, which would result in good mixing throughout the

layer. The granules in the first blanket region would absorb a large

fraction of the fusion yield and would leave the chamber at a high

temperature of approximately 1715 K. This region would lie just

over three meters from the target chamber center [9].

The second blanket region also would consist of a 1 cm thickness

of carbon granules. This region would be largely held in place by the

innermost region, so there would be little radial mixing within the
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layer. The flow rate of granules in the second region would be nearly

ten times less than that of the first region. The granules in the

second region would exit the chamber at a temperature of about

1500 K [9].

The final blanket region would consist of 98 cm of LiAlO2

granules which would be enriched to 15% 6 Li. The LiAlO2, in

conjunction with the 7 Li x-ray and debris shield, would be

responsible for all tritium production. This final region, like the

second one, would undergo little radial mixing. The maximum exit

temperature for LiAlO2  granules would be around 1500 K, but the

average exit temperature would be only 1425 K [9].

Granules would exit the Cascade reaction chamber at the

maximum radius, at the mid-plane where the two cones connect. The

different velocities of the granules would make separation upon exit

rather simple -- the various exit velocities would be sufficient to

carry the granules to the top of their respective heat-exchanger

chutes. Once inside the chutes, the granules would flow down

through the heat exchangers via gravity. Each heat exchanger would

include horizontal SiC tubes which would contain flowing high-

pressure (50 atm) helium gas. The granules would transfer their
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energy to the helium, which, in turn, would be used in a once-

through, regenerative Brayton-cycle turbine. The high temperatures

would result in a net plant efficiency of 47% (assuming a 20%-

efficient heavy-ion driver) [9].

The Cascade reaction chamber would be made from 5-cm-thick

SiC tiles which would be “held in compression by composite SiC-

fiber/aluminum tendons that [would] gird the reactor both

circumferentially and axially” [9]. The thick blanket region would

not only provide sufficient tritium production but would also shield

the first wall from neutrons. The flux in the first wall would be

nearly thirty times lower than that in the carbon granules.

Nonetheless, the Cascade reports suggest that the SiC first wall

would not be a lifetime component, due to excessive radiation

damage [9,10]. The maximum DPA for SiC is not known at this time.

It should be noted that the Cascade authors have assumed a

conservative value of only 20 DPA.

The Cascade design, as presented in references 8-10, would

generate a net power of 890 MWe. To enable comparisons among the

various designs, each has been scaled to yield a net electric power

of 1000 MWe. Cascade has been scaled by assuming a repetition rate
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of 5.6 Hz rather than the reported value of 5 Hz. This modification

may change some of the calculated efficiencies and costs slightly,

but it should have only a minor effect upon the radiological indices.

7 .1 .4  HYLIFE-II design

The HYLIFE-II design is a modified version of the original HYLIFE

design that was published in 1985 [11]. Although the more recent

design still features a neutronically thick liquid between the target

and the chamber walls, HYLIFE-II would use liquid Flibe rather than

liquid lithium. Flibe would be used as the first-wall protection

scheme, coolant, and breeding material. The switch from liquid

lithium to Flibe eliminates the risk of fire inherent to lithium

systems [12]. An additional benefit is the remarkably low solubility

of tritium in Flibe [13]. Figure 7.1.4 shows an artist’s conception of

the HYLIFE-II design.

The HYLIFE-II design assumes a relatively modest gain of 70 for

an indirect-drive target and a driver energy of 5 MJ (HYLIFE assumed

a gain of 400 for a driver energy of 4.5 MJ). In order to maintain a

net electric power output close to 1000 MWe, the HYLIFE repetition

rate would have to be increased from 1.5 Hz to 6 Hz [12]. Such high
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repetition rates would require the use of either pulsed or oscillating

flow to ensure that the beam paths would be cleared between shots

[12]. The oscillating flow would be accomplished through the use of

two deflectors, which would need to move ±2.5° to create a “pocket”

of Flibe to protect the first wall from x-rays, debris, and neutrons

[13]. This inner pocket of Flibe would flow at a rate of

approximately 12 m/s [14]. Figure 7.1.5 shows four stages of the

formation of a Flibe pocket.

Figure 7.1.4. An artist’s conception of the HYLIFE-II power plant
design shows the oscillating Flibe jets, a rotating shutter, and two
sets of bypass pumps [13].
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Figure 7.1.5. The HYLIFE-II first wall is protected by a “pocket” of
Flibe coolant, which is created through the use of oscillating
deflectors [15].

The HYLIFE-II first-wall and blanket system would have to

satisfy several requirements, including serving as the vacuum and

tritium barrier; transferring heat to the coolant; and withstanding

severe cyclic pressure loadings [14]. As a result, the construction

would be quite complicated. The first-wall and blanket system

would consist of four distinct shells. The innermost shell would be

made of 5-cm-radius tubes, separated by 2.5-cm-long plates.

Both the tubes and the plates would be 1.2-mm-thick stainless

steel type 304 (SS304). SS304 is the primary candidate structural

material for HYLIFE-II (the original design specified stainless steel

type 316, prior to identification of an incompatibility between Flibe
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and the manganese in the steel) [16]. Flibe coolant would flow

through the steel tubes at a velocity of 1 m/s. In addition, Flibe

would be sprayed on the inner side of the innermost shell [14].

The second shell would be separated from the first by 50 cm of

Flibe. The two shells would be interconnected via a series of

perforated rings, which would provide additional strength to the

structure. The Flibe between the first and second shells would be

used primarily for neutron shielding, although it would also transfer

heat from the structure. Because the Flibe would not be essential for

heat transfer, a low flow rate of 0.25 m/s would be sufficient.

Both the second and third shells would be made of 2.5-cm-thick

SS304 [14]. They would be separated by a 2.5-cm-thick region of

Flibe, flowing at 1 m/s.

The region between the third and fourth shells would be 10.2-

cm-thick. It would consist mostly of permeable insulation and would

include a slowly flowing purge gas. As for the outer shells, support

rings would be used to provide the needed strength. The fourth shell

would be a 1.6-mm-thick SS304 container that would surround the

entire first-wall and blanket system [14]. Figure 7.1.6 is a plan view
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of the HYLIFE-II design, including a cut-away view of the structure

for the first-wall and blanket system.

Figure 7.1.6. A plan view of the HYLIFE-II design shows many of
the key components. Liquid Flibe, formed into a “pocket” by
oscillating nozzles, protects the chamber walls. View (b) is rotated
90° from view (a) [13].

HYLIFE-II would include a head recovery system which would

prevent Flibe from splashing upwards. Through use of turning vanes

and diffusers, approximately 50% of the dynamic head would be
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recovered. Liquid Flibe would travel through the four diffusers on its

way to the twelve bypass pumps [14].

If built as designed, HYLIFE-II would have a net electric output of

only 940 MWe [13].  Again, to facilitate comparisons among designs,

the present work assumes that the HYLIFE-II repetition rate is

increased from 6 Hz to 6.4 Hz, which would, to first order, increase

the electrical output to 1000 MWe.

Although the other IFE designs are frozen, HYLIFE-II research

continues. At least nine new HYLIFE-II papers have been published

during 1994 and 1995. The author has attempted to obtain the most

up-to-date design information possible but apologizes for any

details that have changed and were overlooked.

7 .1 .5  Osiris design

The Osiris and SOMBRERO IFE design studies were commissioned

in 1990 by the DOE Office of Fusion Energy. A research team was

assembled by W. J. Schafer Associates. This team consisted of

Bechtel, General Atomics, Textron Defense Systems, and the

University of Wisconsin [7].
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Osiris would use heavy-ion beams to drive an indirect fusion

target. Like the HYLIFE-II design, Osiris would use liquid Flibe as the

first-wall protection, coolant, and tritium breeding material. Osiris

would use a flexible, porous carbon fabric as the structural material

in the first-wall and blanket [7].

The assumptions made about driver energy, target gain, and

repetition rate are consistent with those used in the HYLIFE-II

design. Osiris would use 5 MJ of driver energy to release 432 MJ of

fusion energy -- a fusion gain of 86. Targets would be imploded at

4.6 Hz.

While HYLIFE-II would rely upon oscillating jets of Flibe to

ensure that the beampaths would be cleared of vaporized Flibe,

Osiris would use geometry to ensure that the beams are able to

propagate to the target. The chamber geometry would direct

vaporized Flibe down towards a pool of liquid Flibe. Additionally,

Flibe spray would be injected near the bottom of the chamber to

accelerate Flibe condensation [7].

The first-wall and blanket system would consist of multiple

layers of structural material and coolant. The Osiris reference

design begins with a 2-mm-thick layer of Flibe on the first-wall
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surface. Flibe would ooze through the porous carbon fabric and

protect the first wall from x-rays and target debris. The shortest

distance between the first wall and the target would be 3.5 m. The

first wall itself would be 5-mm-thick. The coolant region behind the

first wall would be 5-cm-thick. The inner and outer blanket walls

each would be 5-mm-thick layers of carbon fabric. The blanket

itself would be a 55-cm-thick region of Flibe [17].

Flibe coolant would make a circuitous path through the first wall

and blanket. Flibe, at a temperature of 500 °C, would enter the first

wall from an inlet at the top of the chamber. Most of the Flibe would

flow down through the first-wall channel, while a small quantity

would flow through the porous first wall to protect its surface. At

the bottom of the chamber structure, Flibe would be redirected

upwards through the bulk of the blanket, and from the top of the

chamber the Flibe would cascade back down the outside of the

blanket structure. This cascading layer would be about 10-cm-thick

and would enter the Flibe pool at a temperature of 650 °C [18].

The blanket and first wall would be supported from the vacuum

vessel by a series of carbon composite struts. The vacuum vessel

itself also would be made from a carbon or silicon carbide
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composite material and would be 20-cm-thick. The porosity of the

vacuum vessel would be mitigated through the use of additional

Flibe, which would be allowed to infuse into the composite

structure. Because the melting point of Flibe is 460 °C, Flibe near

the outside of the vessel would be solid and would effectively seal

the vacuum vessel [7]. Figure 7.1.7 shows the Osiris design and

identifies many of the main components.

Figure 7.1.7. A  plan view of the Osiris power plant design shows
details of the structure of the first wall and blanket [7].

The Osiris vacuum vessel would be placed within a concrete

reactor building with 3.2-m-thick concrete walls. The building
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would confine tritium and protect the public from fusion neutrons.

The reactor building would be large enough that the first-wall and

blanket system could be drained of Flibe and hoisted out of the

vacuum vessel as a single component, using an overhead crane [7].

The Osiris first-wall and blanket design would be made entirely

of low-activation composite materials in a flexible, leak-tolerant

configuration. Osiris would make good use of geometry to direct

vaporized Flibe down towards the pool and low-temperature Flibe

spray. The net electric output from Osiris would be 1000 MWe, so

the repetition rate does not need to be adjusted to allow comparison

to the other designs.

7 .1 .6  Prometheus design

The Prometheus-L and Prometheus-H IFE power plant designs

were the result of another study commissioned by DOE in late 1990

and completed in early 1992. The design team was lead by

McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace; other members were: the Canadian

Fusion Fuels Technology Project; Ebasco Services, Inc.; KMS Fusion,

Inc.; SPAR Aerospace, Ltd.; TRW Space and Electronics Group; and the

University of California at Los Angeles [19].
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The Prometheus-L design would use a direct-drive target, driven

by a KrF laser, while the Prometheus-H design would use an

indirect-drive target, driven by 4 GeV lead ions. From the standpoint

of target chambers, the two designs are nearly identical. The major

differences between the two designs include the need for high-Z

material in the indirect-drive target and the dimensions of the

target chamber. The heavy-ion-driven chamber would be only about

nine-tenths the size of the laser-driven design. While the smaller

size means that less material would be required for the first-wall

and blanket system, it also would result in a higher neutron flux at

the first wall. The higher first-wall neutron loading and the need for

high-Z material suggest that the hazards of the heavy-ion-driven

design may be greater than those of the laser-driven design. Thus,

only the heavy-ion-driven design, Prometheus-H, is analyzed in this

report.

The Prometheus-H design would use a single-beam linear

accelerator to accelerate Pb+2 ions to energies of 4 GeV. A total of

7.0 MJ would be delivered to the target, and 719 MJ of fusion energy

would be released for a target gain of 103. The repetition rate would

be 3.54 Hz [20]. Since the heavy-ion design would deliver 999 MWe to
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the grid, the repetition rate does not need to be adjusted for

comparison with the other designs.

Unlike the other IFE designs, the Prometheus first wall would be

separate from the blanket. The Prometheus first wall would include

a 0.5-mm-thick film of liquid lead for first-wall protection and a 6-

cm-thick structure that would contain lead coolant channels. The

lead coolant would provide the neutron multiplication needed to

obtain an adequate tritium breeding ratio.

The first-wall structural material would be SiC, which would

range from 10% porosity at the front face to zero porosity at the

back face. The lead coolant would flow at nearly 55,000 kg/s and

would have inlet and outlet temperatures of 375 °C and 525 °C,

respectively. The lead would leak through the porous front surface of

the wall to wet its surface and protect it from damaging x-rays and

target debris [20]. Figure 7.1.8 shows the design for the Prometheus

first wall.

The Prometheus blanket design “builds on the existing data and

design base developed by MFE” [20]. It is largely based upon the

blanket design of the ARIES-I MFE power plant [21]. The blanket

structural material would be a SiC composite, and the tritium
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breeding material would be Li2 O pebbles, which would be cooled by

helium gas. Lithium enriched to 25% 6 Li would be used. A low helium

pressure of 15 MPa would be possible, as nearly 40% of the thermal

power would be deposited within the thick first wall. Helium gas

would enter the blanket modules at a temperature of 400 °C and

would leave at 650 °C [20].

Figure 7.1.8. A cross-sectional view of the Prometheus first wall
shows the liquid-lead protective layer, the SiC structure, and the
lead-coolant channels [20].

Each blanket module would consist of a layered configuration of

SiC sheets which would be U-bend woven. The Li2O would be packed

between the SiC sheets and would be purged by the flowing helium

gas. A 20-cm-thick SiC reflector would be included at the back end

of the blanket modules [19]. Figure 7.1.9 shows the blanket module

design.
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Figure 7.1.9. Prometheus would feature blanket modules similar to
those designed for the ARIES-I MFE power plant [20].

The blanket region would be followed by a vacuum vessel made of

ferritic steel. The vacuum vessel would be 2-cm-thick at a distance

of just over 8 m from the target chamber center. The vacuum vessel

would be followed by the 1.3-m-thick bulk shield. The shield would

be composed of 20% Pb, 20% B4C, 25% SiC, 30% water, and 5% Al

structure. The shield combines both superior γ-ray shielding and

lower activation when compared with the more traditional concrete

shields [20]. Figure 7.1.10 shows the Prometheus-H reactor building

including the target chamber, blanket, vacuum vessel, bulk shield,
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and vacuum pumps. The reactor cavity would be a cylinder with

hemispherical end caps and a low aspect ratio [20].

The Prometheus designs combine low activation SiC structures

with Li2 O breeders, a low-pressure helium coolant, and a lead first-

wall protection system.

Figure 7.1.10.  An elevation view of the Prometheus-H central
reactor cavity region shows the vessel, blanket, shielding, and
vacuum pumps [19].
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7 .1 .7  SOMBRERO design

As mentioned in section 7.1.5, the Osiris and SOMBRERO designs

were developed by a team lead by W. J. Schafer Associates. The

studies began in late 1990, and the reports were published in early

1992. While Osiris would be driven by heavy ions and would use an

indirect-drive target, SOMBRERO would be laser-driven and would

use a direct-drive target. SOMBRERO is an acronym for SO lid Moving

BREeder Reactor [7].

SOMBRERO targets would be imploded by a KrF-laser driver, and

SOMBRERO is the only direct-drive design considered in the present

work. The sixty beams of the KrF laser would deliver a total energy

of 3.4 MJ to the target. The target yield would be 400 MJ for a gain

of about 118, higher than that currently anticipated for indirect-

drive targets. The repetition rate would be 6.7 Hz [7]. Since direct-

drive targets do not require a hohlraum or high-Z materials, only the

unburned DT fuel and the vaporized plastic shell need to be

considered in target activation. SOMBRERO would use a target

similar to the reference capsule design described in section 7.1.1.

Like Osiris, SOMBRERO would have a first wall and blanket made

from carbon composite. The SOMBRERO first wall, however, would be
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protected by 0.5 torr of xenon gas. Xenon is chemically inert and has

a high x-ray absorption cross section, yet it would not absorb the

KrF laser energy. Xenon would absorb energy from target x-rays and

debris ions and reirradiate it to the first wall over a timescale long

enough for conduction to prevent the extreme temperatures that

would damage the wall [7].

The SOMBRERO chamber would consist of a central, cylindrical

section and conical upper and lower sections. The cylindrical section

would have a 6.5-m-radius and would be 5.2 m in height. The conical

sections would make an angle of 135° with the cylindrical section,

so their vertices would be 9.1 m from the center of the chamber. The

sixty beams would fit in five cones above and below the chamber

mid-plane. These cones would be at angles of 25.8°, 45.6°, 60.0°,

72.5°, and 84.3°. The SOMBRERO chamber would be divided into

twelve modules, separated by vertical planes that would intersect

the chamber axis. Due to symmetry of the beam ports, only two sets

of chamber modules would be required, and the modules within each

set would be identical in all respects [7].

SOMBRERO would use solid Li2O particles as coolant and tritium

breeding material. Solid breeding materials offer the possibility of
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high-temperature, corrosion-free operation and low activation, and

they have an established database of materials information.

SOMBRERO would use Li2O particles of 300-500 µm in diameter.

These Li2O particles would move through the blanket from top to

bottom, driven by gravity as a fluidized bed, using helium gas as the

carrier [7].

The SOMBRERO blanket would be 1.0-m-thick at the mid-plane.

The blanket would reach a maximum thickness of 1.75 m at the top

of the conical sections. Throughout the blanket, the Li2 O flow rate

remains constant at 1.15 m/s.

The first wall would be a 1.0-cm-thick carbon composite. The

blanket would be divided into three sections. At the mid-plane, the

innermost section would be 19-cm-thick and would consist of 3%

carbon composite and 97% Li2O particles. The second and third

sections each would be 40-cm-thick, and the Li2 O fractions in these

sections would be 80% and 50%, respectively. The increasing carbon

fraction would act as a neutron reflector and would enhance energy

absorption and tritium breeding within the blanket [7].

The SOMBRERO chamber would be placed within a concrete shield

that would be 1.7-m-thick with an inner radius of 10 meters. The
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shield would enable components located outside to be accessed for

hands-on maintenance within 24 hours of shutdown. The shield also

would provide the structural support for the chamber [7]. Figure

7.1.11 shows the SOMBRERO chamber and its primary shield.

The grazing incidence metal mirrors (GIMMs) would be 30 m from

chamber center through penetrations in the shield. The GIMMs would

be in the line-of-sight of fusion neutrons, and would be susceptible

to significant radiation damage. There is an unexplored potential for

increasing the lifetime of the GIMMs though annealing. The use of

GIMMs would allow the final focus mirrors to be located out of the

line-of-sight of neutrons. These final focus mirrors would be

located 50 m from the  chamber center and their dielectric coatings

would be quite sensitive to radiation damage. The final focus

mirrors could not be annealed, and thus, their protection would be

essential to the economical operation of the facility [7].

The SOMBRERO reactor building would be approximately 115 m in

height and 110 m in diameter. Since SOMBRERO would not use

beamtubes for laser transport, the entire building would have to

serve as a vacuum vessel. The building would be maintained at an

atmosphere of 0.5 torr of xenon gas and would be connected to a
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vacuum system that would recover unburned tritium and target

debris.

Figure 7.1.11. A cross section of the SOMBRERO chamber shows
details of the first-wall and blanket design [17].
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The reactor-building walls would be 1.2-m-thick concrete and

would include neutron traps for neutrons that stream through the

GIMMs. The minimum concrete thickness in any direction from the

target would be 2.9 m reducing prompt doses outside the reactor

building to acceptable levels [7]. Figure 7.1.12 shows the SOMBRERO

reactor building along with the target chamber, shield, and one set

of GIMMs.

Figure 7.1.12. A cross-sectional view of the SOMBRERO reactor
building shows the location of the chamber, primary shield, one set
of GIMMs, neutron traps, and other major components [17].
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SOMBRERO is the only IFE power plant design being considered

that would use a direct-drive target. It is also the only design that

would use a laser driver. (The Cascade design could be used with

either heavy-ion or laser-beam drivers, but the design was

optimized for use with a heavy-ion-beam driver.) Although the lack

of a need for high-Z target material would be a significant

advantage over the other IFE power plant designs, the large number

of laser beams required to provide adequate symmetry for target

illumination would result in a large open solid-angle fraction, which

could cause significant activation of components located outside the

target chamber. Clever design of the reactor building, however,

would mitigate most of the negative impact of this large open solid-

angle fraction.

The SOMBRERO power plant, as designed, would generate a net

electric power of 1000 MWe. Thus, its repetition rate does not need

to be adjusted to allow comparison to the other designs.

7 .2  Magnetic fusion energy designs

ESECOM did not consider a stainless steel tokamak, as the

committee felt that “work in the early 1980’s had so convincingly
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demonstrated the S&E liabilities of stainless steel as a fusion-

reactor structural material” that this material would not be chosen

for use in commercial reactors [2].  Kinzig, Holdren, and Hibbard note

that this perception is at least questionable given that stainless

steel was subsequently selected as the primary structural material

for ITER. In this report, a stainless steel version of the ESECOM V-Li

tokamak case is analyzed. Although this procedure is not as rigorous

as developing a new design would be, it provides an easy way to

generate a first-order analysis of such a system. It is the author’s

belief that this case represents something close to the worst-case

tokamak design with respect to ES&H characteristics.

On the other end of the ES&H spectrum, the SiC-He tokamak

design is analyzed. The low-activation properties of a silicon

carbide structure, combined with inert helium coolant, are likely to

result in a design that is close to the best-case tokamak in terms of

ES&H characteristics.

The analysis of the PCA-Li and SiC-He tokamak designs should

identify the range of MFE designs. It is not possible, of course, to

guarantee that these designs represent the worst- and best-case
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tokamaks, respectively, but their use should give some indication of

where the “bookends” might be found.

Since the PCA-Li and SiC-He tokamak designs, as they were

presented in the ESECOM report, are generalized tokamak designs,

large amounts of detail are not available. The details that are

available are given in the following sections.

In the ESECOM analyses, all tokamak designs were modeled using

one-dimensional, cylindrical approximations, including reflecting

planes at the ends to ensure that particles did not escape [1]. The

simple, one-dimensional treatment of the MFE designs, used in the

ESECOM study, is used here.

The cylindrical approximation scales a cylinder length and radius

from actual design parameters. The cylinder length is equal to the

circumference of the toroid at its major radius. The cylinder radius

is selected such that the correct first-wall area is obtained [2].

7 .2 .1  PCA-Li tokamak design

As previously mentioned, the stainless steel tokamak modeled

here, denoted PCA-Li/TOK, is only an approximation to an actual

design. In fact, since the stainless steel replaced the vanadium alloy
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in an already approximate design, the PCA-Li/TOK design is even

more of an approximation. Nevertheless, this design is likely to

provide insight into what is probably the worst-case tokamak design

with respect to S&E characteristics.

The PCA-Li/TOK is modeled by simply replacing all vanadium

alloy components in the ESECOM V-Li/TOK case with PCA on a one-

for-one volumetric basis [2]. PCA-Li/TOK would have a major radius

of 5.89 m, an aspect ratio of 4.0, and a plasma standoff of 1.1 [1].

The plasma elongation factor would be 2.5, resulting in a first-wall

area of 716 m2 . The equivalent cylinder length would be 37.0 m, and

the equivalent cylinder radius would be 3.08 m [1].

The steady-state fusion power would be 2862 MW, which would

give an average first-wall neutron loading of 3.20 MW/m2 . The

average blanket thickness would be 0.71 m [1]. The basic parameters

for the PCA-Li/TOK design are summarized in Table 7.2.1.

The net electric power output would be 1200 MWe. In order to

allow comparison with the IFE power plant designs, most of which

provide electric outputs close to 1000 MWe, the PCA-Li/TOK source

term is adjusted to yield 1000 MWe.
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Table 7.2.1. The basic design parameters for the PCA-Li/TOK
design are taken from the V-Li/TOK design as it was analyzed in the
ESECOM report [1].

Design parameter Value
Major radius 5.89 m
Aspect ratio 4 .0
Plasma elongation 2 .5
Plasma standoff 1 .1
First-wall area 716 m2

Average blanket thickness 0.71 m
Average shield thickness 0.83 m
Maximum toroidal field at coil 10.0 T
Plasma current 15.8 MA
Total plasma beta 0 .1
Toroidal field in plasma 4.29 T
Fusion power 2862 MW
Neutron power 2289 MW
Neutron wall loading 3.20 MW/m2

Neutron energy multiplication 1 .27
Total thermal power 3563 MW
Tritium breeding ratio 1 .28
Primary coolant inlet temperature 300 °C
Primary coolant outlet temperature 550 °C

Table 7.2.2 lists the inner radii and thicknesses of the various

components included in transport and activation calculations. The

inner radii, and thus, the solid volumes differ somewhat from those

presented in the ESECOM report. These differences result from

greater accuracy in the calculation of the cylindrical approximation

parameters.

The volumetric percentages of liquid lithium and PCA in the first

wall would be 80.0 and 20.0, respectively. The corresponding blanket

percentages would be 92.5 and 7.5. The manifold would be composed
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of FeCrV, liquid lithium, and PCA in volume percentages of 80.0,

10.0, and 10.0, respectively [1]. The manifold would be followed by a

10-cm-thick vacuum gap, followed by the shield of 80% FeCrV and

20% water.

Table 7.2.2. The PCA-Li/TOK design is modeled using a cylindrical
approximation that gives the correct first-wall neutron loading [1].

Zone
description

Inner
radius
(cm)

Thickness
(cm)

Composition
(volume %)

Solid
volume

(m3)

Plasma 0 280 100 plasma 0
Vacuum gap 280 2 8 100 vacuum 0
First wall 308 5 80 Li, 20 PCA 7.2
Inner blanket 313 3 5 92.5 Li, 7.5 PCA 20.2
Manifold 348 3 5 80 FeCrV, 10 Li,

10 PCA
268

Gap 383 1 0 100 vacuum 0
Shield 393 3 0 80 FeCrV, 20 H2O 228

While the ESECOM analyses assumed a first-wall lifetime

corresponding to a constant neutron fluence limit of 20 MW–yr/m2  at

the first-wall, the present work relies upon calculations of first-

wall spectra and DPA rates and estimates of maximum allowable

DPA for each material, consistent with that used for analysis of the

IFE designs.

The V-Li/TOK design, analyzed in ESECOM and upon which the

PCA-Li/TOK design is based, was intended to serve as the point-of-
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departure design [1]. While the original design used a vanadium alloy

to minimize corrosion of the blanket structure, PCA may experience

significant corrosion problems when used with liquid lithium. The

design is also constrained in that all water, air, and concrete must

be kept away from the liquid lithium due to its high chemical

reactivity [1].

7 .2 .2  SiC-He tokamak design

The silicon carbide tokamak, SiC-He/TOK, is based upon work

completed by General Atomics (GA) [22]. GA began its analysis with

the STARFIRE tokamak design and redesigned each of the components

to incorporate low-activation materials [22,23].

With a major radius of 7.02 m, the SiC-He/TOK design would be

quite large. Other design parameters are summarized in Table 7.2.3

and are quite similar to those of the PCA-Li/TOK design. The

equivalent cylindrical length and radius would be 44.1 m and 3.69 m,

respectively. These values would give the correct first-wall area of

1020 m2 . The equivalent cylinder radius of 3.0 m and equivalent

cylinder length of 46.4 m, used by ESECOM, give an incorrect first-

wall area of only 875 m2 .
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Table 7.2.3. The basic design parameters for the SiC-He/TOK
design are taken from the ESECOM report [1]. They are based upon the
STARFIRE design, which was modified to use only low-activation
materials  [22,23].

Design parameter Value
Major radius 7.02 m
Aspect ratio 4 .0
Plasma elongation 2 .5
Plasma standoff 1 .1
First-wall area 1020 m2

Average blanket thickness 0.79 m
Average shield thickness 1.08 m
Maximum toroidal field at coil 10.0 T
Plasma current 17.0 MA
Total plasma beta 0 .1
Toroidal field in plasma 3.88 T
Fusion power 3226 MW
Neutron power 2581 MW
Neutron wall loading 2.53 MW/m2

Neutron energy multiplication 1 .20
Total thermal power 3827 MW
Tritium breeding ratio 1 .06
Primary coolant inlet temperature 250 °C
Primary coolant outlet temperature 500 °C

The SiC-He/TOK fusion power would be 3226 MW, and the neutron

power would be 2581 MW. Thus, the first-wall neutron loading would

be 2.53 MW/m2 [1]. As for the PCA-Li/TOK design, the net electric

power output for SiC-He/TOK would be 1200 MWe. Once again, for

comparison purposes, the source is adjusted to yield a net electric

power of 1000 MWe.

The thicknesses of the various zones in the SiC-He/TOK design

are summarized in Table 7.2.4. The first wall would be 1-cm-thick
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SiC. Li2O would be used for breeding, and the blanket would be cooled

by high-pressure helium gas which would run through SiC tubes. The

blanket would be 49.1-cm-thick and would have a volumetric

composition of 16% SiC, 64% Li2O, and 20% He [1].

Table 7.2.4. The SiC-He/TOK design is modeled using a cylindrical
approximation that gives the correct first-wall neutron loading [1].
Note that values differ from those presented in the ESECOM report
due to the different first-wall radii.

Zone
description

Inner
radius
(cm)

Thickness
(cm)

Composition
(volume %)

Solid
volume

(m3)

Plasma 0 335 100 plasma 0
Vacuum gap 335 3 4 100 vacuum 0
First wall 369 1 100 SiC 10.2
Inner blanket 370 49.1 64 Li2 O, 20 He,

16 SiC
429

Manifold 419.1 28.9 48 He, 32.3 C,
13.4 SiC, 6.3 BeO

181

Gap 448 4 0 100 vacuum 0
Shield 488 108 42.5 SiC, 18.4 B4C,

12.4 Al, 10.9 H2 O,
10.3 W, 5.9 Pb

1445

The manifold region is modeled as a homogeneous mixture with

volumetric percentages of 13.4% SiC, 32.3% graphite, 6.3% BeO, and

48% He. It would be 28.9-cm-thick and would be followed by a 40-

cm-thick vacuum gap. The 108-cm-thick shield would follow the gap
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and would be a composite material with volumetric percentages of

42.5% SiC, 18% B4C, 12.4% Al, 10.3% W, 5.9% Pb, and 10.9% H2O [1].

The low-activation SiC-He/TOK design offers a sharp contrast to

the PCA-Li/TOK design. The SiC-He/TOK design was given a nominal

level of safety assurance (LSA) rating of one by the ESECOM

committee. Although subsequent analysis of the PCA-Li/TOK design

did not include an LSA rating, it probably would have been assigned a

value of four based upon the fact that “the PCA first-wall fares

dismally when compared with dose potentials from other first-wall

materials” [2]. The other materials to which PCA was compared in

the Kinzig, Holdren, and Hibbard paper include SiC, VCrTi, and RAF to

which ESECOM assigned nominal LSA ratings of one, three, and two,

respectively [2]. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that analyses

of the SiC-He/TOK and PCA-Li/TOK designs will be representative of

the safety range of MFE designs.

7 .3  Summary of designs

In all, seven different fusion power plant designs are analyzed

for their accident, occupational, and waste-disposal hazards. Five of

these are IFE designs; two are MFE designs. The IFE designs are
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intended to represent a wide range of possible design alternatives.

They do not, of course, constitute a complete list of possible

designs. Nor do they necessarily include the best possible design.

The two MFE designs are intended to be representative of the range

of hazards posed by MFE power plants but do not necessarily

encompass the full range that is possible. Many design parameters

for the various IFE and MFE designs are summarized in Table 7.3.1.
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9 . Synthesis

Results from each of the three classes of hazard should not only

be considered individually, but they should be integrated to form an

overall view of the environmental and safety characteristics of a

particular design. The present work has made no such attempt to

quantify such integration, but it is discussed in a qualitative manner

in the following sections.

9 .1  Summary of hazards by design

Chapter 8 includes a thorough explanation of the results for each

of the indices that have been calculated for the power plant designs.

These indices include: activities, biological hazard potentials in air

and water, critical and chronic threshold-dose release fractions,

early doses, chronic doses, early and cancer fatalities, contact dose

rates, life-cycle waste volumes, waste-disposal ratings, intruder

doses, deep disposal indices, and annualized intruder hazard

potentials.

Early doses are reported on the plume centerline at a distance of

1 km from the point of release. Adjustments are made to the early
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doses to account for population that resides away from the plume

centerline. The number of early fatalities is estimated from the

early doses to three key organs: bone marrow, GI tract, and lungs. A

two-parameter Weibull function is used for this estimation; see

section 2.4.3  for more information.

Chronic doses are reported on the plume centerline at a distance

of 10 km from the point of release. Chronic doses include

contributions from ingestion of contaminated food and water.

Adjustments are made to the chronic doses to account for population

that resides away from the plume centerline, and the number of

cancer fatalities are estimated. Cancer fatality estimates assume a

linear dose-response function with no threshold and a rate of

3 × 10-2 cancer fatalities per person–Sv. This rate is the mean of the

predicted range of 10-2/person–Sv to 10-1/person–Sv.

The following sections give a brief summary of results for

accident, occupational, and waste-disposal hazards. For a more

detailed explanation, the reader is directed to Chapter 8.
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9 .1 .1  Cascade

Due primarily to activation of the LiAlO2  granules and their

arsenic impurity, the Cascade power plant design did not fare well

compared to the other designs. Since arsenic reacts with oxygen in

an exothermic reaction to produce oxides that are gaseous well

below Cascade’s normal operating temperatures, an argument could

not be made for a reduction in the 76As release fraction. As a result,

Cascade could produce early doses in excess of the threshold doses

for early fatalities associated with injuries to all three organs that

have been considered in the present work. The mechanistic-case

release fractions would lead to approximately twenty early

fa ta l i t ies .

The chronic dose from Cascade, using mechanistic-case release

fractions, is the highest of the seven designs that have been

analyzed. This chronic dose, which includes contributions from

ingestion of contaminated food and water, would produce

approximately 100 cancer fatalities within a 100 km radius of the

accident.

The contact dose rates from Cascade components are quite

average when compared with components from the other power plant
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designs. As might be expected, the contact dose rates from the

carbon granules and the SiC first-wall are the lowest. Those of the

LiAlO2  granules are dominated by contributions from activation

products created from impurities. Finally, the contact dose rates

from the vacuum vessel and the concrete shield suggest that some

redesign would be required in order for limited access to be a

possibi l i ty.

In terms of waste-disposal issues, Cascade ranks in the middle

of the pack. Although it has the second largest life-cycle waste

volume (resulting from the need to replace the entire inventory of

LiAlO2  granules on an annual basis), it would qualify entirely for

shallow land burial after 30 years of operation. It must be noted,

however, that if the lifetime of the LiAlO2  granules were to be

extended by 30%, they would not meet suggested intruder dose

requirements for shallow land burial. Due primarily to its large

waste stream, much of which would be close to the intruder dose

limits, Cascade has the second highest AIHP.
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9 .1 .2  HYLIFE- I I

Once energy considerations were taken into account, the Flibe

release fraction fell substantially, and early doses from HYLIFE-II

fell below the thresholds for early fatalities. Apart from the rapid

oxidation of the stainless steel structure or an energetic accident,

such as an airplane crash, it is unreasonable to expect that a large

quantity of Flibe could be mobilized. Although HYLIFE-II would not

cause any early fatalities, it could produce as many as forty cancer

fatalities in a population of over three million people within 100 km

of the accident.

It is likely that the presence of 60Co in activated steel

components will preclude all but the most limited access to regions

near the first-wall, blanket, and vacuum vessel. In addition, it

appears that all Flibe coolant pipes would need to be drained prior to

any maintenance. Once corrosion products are considered, this will

become even more likely. Detailed γ-ray transport calculations

would be required to determine if access within the concrete could

be allowed.

Due to its first-wall and blanket being lifetime components,

HYLIFE-II would have the second smallest life-cycle waste volume.
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In fact, since the Flibe dominates the existing waste stream, it is

conceivable that the life-cycle waste volume could be reduced to

about 30 m3  if the Flibe were reused in another such facility. This

would give HYLIFE-II the smallest life-cycle waste volume by more

than a factor of twenty. Although the first-wall, deflectors, and

Flibe trays would not qualify separately for shallow land burial, it

is conceivable that the first-wall, deflectors, Flibe trays, blanket,

and perhaps, vacuum vessel could be considered to be of the same

waste stream. If they were considered the same waste stream, then

they could be mixed, and the entire mixture would qualify for

shallow land burial. The AIHP from HYLIFE-II is approximately

average among the seven designs.

9 .1 .3  Os i r i s

Despite a large quantity of stored chemical energy in the carbon

composite chamber and blanket, it is unlikely that enough Flibe could

be mobilized to cause any early fatalities in the Osiris design. For

the mechanistic-case release fractions, Osiris has the lowest early

doses of any of the designs. The bone marrow dose is more than a

factor of three below the early fatality threshold, while the lung and
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GI tract early doses are each a factor of twelve below their

respective thresholds for early fatality. The chronic dose from

Osiris is the lowest of all designs at just over 0.01 Sv. This chronic

dose would cause only a single cancer among the surrounding

population of more than three million.

Due to its use of low-activation carbon composites, the Osiris

design offers a real opportunity for near-chamber hands-on

maintenance. The contact dose rates from the Osiris first-wall,

blanket, and vacuum vessel are, in fact, lower than those from the

Flibe coolant and the concrete shielding. After one week of cooling,

the contact dose rate from Osiris’ blanket has fallen to about 25

mSv/hr. Once geometric effects are considered (the semi-infinite

medium approximation significantly overestimates the true dose

rate), limited access near the blanket may be allowed.

The Osiris life-cycle waste volume is only about 720 m3  -- the

lowest of any of the designs. As was true of HYLIFE-II, the majority

of this waste volume would be from Flibe. If the Flibe were recycled

in another facility, the life-cycle waste volume would drop to about

250 m3 . Not only would all components qualify for shallow land

burial, but they would do so by a large margin -- the first-wall
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lifetime could be extended by more than a factor of 500 before the

intruder dose limit would be reached. Due to the combination of a

low life-cycle waste volume and a low-activation material, Osiris

has the second lowest AIHP among the seven designs.

9 .1 .4  PCA-Li /TOK

The mechanistic-case early doses for the PCA-Li/TOK design are

nearly forty times lower than the initial-case early doses. Although

they cannot easily be compared to one another due to different

release assumptions, the PCA-Li/TOK early doses are lower than

those calculated for Prometheus and Cascade. Using the

mechanistic-case release fractions, the PCA-Li/TOK design would

not cause any early fatalities. With respect to its chronic dose and

cancer fatalities, the PCA-Li/TOK design performs better than

Cascade and about the same as HYLIFE-II.

Due to extremely high contact dose rates, there is little chance

that any PCA-Li/TOK components could be maintained manually. The

PCA components, in particular, have contact dose rates greater than

50 Sv/hr, more than 30 years after irradiation ends. The contact

dose rate from the PCA first-wall is more than ten orders of
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magnitude greater than that from the Osiris first-wall. Once

activated corrosion products are taken into account, access to the

lithium coolant would no doubt also be prohibited.

The life-cycle waste volume for the PCA-Li/TOK design is

average among the seven designs that were considered in the present

work. The intensity of the wastes, however, would be much greater

for the PCA-Li/TOK design than for the other designs. The PCA first-

wall and blanket would exceed the intruder dose limit by more than a

factor of 120 and 50, respectively. The manifold, composed of PCA

and FeCrV, would have an intruder dose of 4.6 mSv and thus would

just qualify for shallow land burial. The total deep disposal index

for the PCA-Li/TOK design would be more than 2.0 × 104  m3, which

far exceeds the HYLIFE-II value of 30 m3 . Finally, the PCA-Li/TOK

would have the highest total AIHP by about an order of magnitude.

9 .1 .5  Prometheus-H

Even if the worst-case release fractions were realized, the

Prometheus-H design would produce only one to two early fatalities.

Using the less conservative (and probably more accurate) initial-

case or mechanistic-case release fractions, Prometheus-H would
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not produce early fatalities. The chronic dose from Prometheus-H,

although it would be nearly twenty times greater than that from

Osiris, would still be lower than the doses from the Cascade,

HYLIFE-II, and PCA-Li/TOK designs. Using the mechanistic-case

release fractions, it has been estimated that Prometheus-H would

produce twenty-five cancer fatalities.

Contact dose rates in Prometheus-H would be lower than those in

the PCA-Li/TOK design, but they would still rule out much hands-on

maintenance. The HT-9 vacuum vessel would be particularly

problematic due to its contact dose rate of 640 Sv/hr even one year

after irradiation ceases. Although dose rates near the first-wall and

blanket would be lower due to use of SiC, the lead first-wall coolant

would have a contact dose rate of 23 Sv/hr one week after shutdown.

One day after irradiation, the contact dose rate of lead is dominated

by activation products generated from the bismuth impurity.

Similarly, the contact dose rates from SiC components are

dominated by 60Co produced from the iron and cobalt impurities.

The life-cycle waste volume from Prometheus-H would be about

3400 m3 . Most of this volume would be made up of used silicon

carbide blankets. Due to a large inventory of 208Bi, generated from
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the bismuth impurity, the lead coolant would fail to qualify for

shallow land burial by more than a factor of sixty. The HT-9 vacuum

vessel would exceed the 5 mSv intruder dose limit by a factor of

twenty. The total DDI for Prometheus-H would be about 1.7 × 103  m3

-- a factor of sixty greater than HYLIFE-II and ten times lower than

PCA-Li/TOK. The total AIHP for Prometheus-H would be the second

highest among the IFE designs (third highest overall) at about 0.35

Sv-m3 / y r .

9 .1 .6  SiC-He/TOK

The SiC-He/TOK design would not produce any early fatalities

even assuming the worst-case release fractions. The chronic dose

would range from about 0.15 Sv for the worst-case release fractions

to 0.04 Sv for the mechanistic-case release fractions. The

estimated number of cancer fatalities ranges from fifteen to only

four for the same range of release fractions.

Contact dose rates in the SiC-He/TOK design would be dominated

by 24Na at times of less than one week. For silicon carbide

components, the long-term contact dose rates would be dominated

by 60Co generated from the iron and cobalt impurities. Despite
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contact dose rates at one week in excess of 1 Sv/hr for the first-

wall, some limited hands-on maintenance may be possible near the

manifold where contact dose rates would be near 10 mSv/hr at the

same time.

Even if the lifetime of the silicon carbide first-wall were

extended from the calculated lifetime of one year to thirty years

(the presumed lifetime of the power plant), it would qualify for

shallow land burial by about a factor of two. Similarly, the

remainder of the design would easily qualify for shallow land burial.

The total life-cycle waste volume, however, is the highest by nearly

a factor of four. The large waste volume results from the need to

replace the entire first-wall and blanket structure after only one

year of irradiation due to silicon carbide’s relatively low radiation

damage limit. Despite the large volume of waste, the low activity of

the waste gives the SiC-He/TOK design a competitive total AIHP --

equal to that of HYLIFE-II -- and only Osiris and SOMBRERO would

have lower totals.
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9 .1 .7  SOMBRERO

The SOMBRERO design would be fairly benign with respect to

accident consequences. Even assuming the worst-case release

fractions, SOMBRERO would produce no early fatalities and only

about twenty cancer fatalities. Only the SiC-He/TOK design had more

favorable accident consequences for the worst-case release

fractions. Due to materials composition and plentiful energy

sources, however, the initial-case and mechanistic-case release

fractions changed very little from the worst-case. Thus, both the

early and chronic doses change little from one case to another. The

early bone marrow dose, for example, drops only from 0.75 Sv in the

worst case to about 0.70 Sv in the mechanistic-case results. The

chronic dose remains at approximately 0.20 Sv for all three sets of

radionuclide release fractions. Nonetheless, only SiC-He/TOK and

Osiris would produce fewer cancer fatalities. SOMBRERO would

cause approximately twenty fatal cancers.

9 .2  Integration of the classes of hazard

The previous section compared the results for each design and

each class of hazard individually, but to be meaningful, comparisons
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must consider all three classes of hazard. The first step in this

process is to rank each design within each of the classes of hazard.

These rankings by class can then be used to draw qualitative

conclusions regarding the overall attractiveness of a design with

respect to its ES&H characteristics. Quantitative comparisons have

not been attempted as they would require that some form of

weighting function be applied to the rankings within each class of

hazard -- a process that is inherently subjective.

The difficulties of creating such a weighting function are easily

demonstrated. Some might consider accidents to be of the utmost

importance and claim that early and cancer fatalities should be

avoided at all costs. These people would probably give a high weight

to the accident hazards, while giving relatively low weights to the

occupational and waste disposal hazards. Others would claim that

all three classes of hazards should be treated with equal

importance. Still others could believe that the need for remote

maintenance or the disposal of activated wastes should be given

higher weights. Quantitative integration of the classes of hazard

would be subjective and of questionable usefulness.
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With regard to accident hazards, three designs seem to offer

significant advantages over the others. The SiC-He/TOK and

SOMBRERO designs would not produce any early fatalities even were

the worst-case release fractions realized. Osiris, although it would

produce early fatalities for worst-case and initial-case release

fractions, would not produce any fatalities for the mechanistic-case

release fractions. Since a large-scale release of Flibe seems highly

unlikely, the mechanistic-case release fractions are probably the

most representative of reality. The mechanistic-case release

fractions would result in only a single cancer fatality from Osiris.

Following the first group of designs are the HYLIFE-II,

Prometheus-H, and PCA-Li/TOK designs. Each of these designs would

cause early fatalities for the worst-case release fractions, but none

would cause any for the mechanistic-case release fractions. The

three designs would cause 20-40 cancer fatalities. Although none of

these three designs would produce early fatalities, early dose

increases of 5-80% would put them beyond the early-fatality dose

thresholds.

The Cascade design appears to have the worst accident

performance of the seven designs. This poor performance is due
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primarily to the production of 24Na and 76As in the LiAlO2  granules

and the inability to reduce plausible release fractions. Although

Cascade appears to demonstrate the greatest potential to cause

early and cancer fatalities, minor design changes and/or

modifications in the assumptions made about the potential

radionuclide releases from a Cascade-like power plant could

significantly alter the early dose results. A factor of five reduction

in the early doses would place Cascade near the average of the

remaining designs. Thus, despite Cascade’s poor performance with

respect to accident hazards, its status may be altered with minor

design changes.

For occupational hazards, the Osiris design appears to have an

advantage over the other designs. Hands-on maintenance, even for

the first-wall and blanket, is a possibility for Osiris.

The SiC-He/TOK, HYLIFE-II, and Cascade designs show

possibilities of limited hands-on maintenance near the shield.

SOMBRERO, in its current form, would require remote maintenance

due to high contact dose rates from the shield and Xenon atmosphere.

Redesign of the shield and removal of the Xenon atmosphere during
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maintenance, however, could permit hands-on access to the first-

wall and blanket at dose levels actually below those for Osiris.

Little hope exists for any hands-on maintenance for either the

PCA-Li/TOK or Prometheus-H designs. The Prometheus-H lead first-

wall and HT-9 vacuum vessel far exceed acceptable dose levels. All

components in the PCA-Li/TOK design, with the possible exception

of the lithium coolant, would have dose rates orders of magnitude

too high for personnel access.

In waste-disposal hazards, as was the case in accident and

occupational hazards, the Osiris design has a clear advantage over

the other designs. Osiris would have the lowest total waste volume,

and all of its waste would qualify easily for disposal via shallow

land burial.

SOMBRERO would be the second most attractive design in terms

of waste disposal. Its waste also would qualify entirely for shallow

land burial, but it would have nearly an order of magnitude more

waste than Osiris.

Following SOMBRERO, two designs would present about the same

waste disposal hazard: HYLIFE-II and SiC-He/TOK. Although portions

of HYLIFE-II would fail to qualify for disposal via shallow land
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burial, if the first-wall and blanket were considered to be separate

waste streams, it would have a small total life-cycle waste volume.

On the opposite end of the spectrum, all components from the SiC-

He/TOK design would easily qualify for shallow land burial, but the

design would have a huge life-cycle waste volume. Interestingly, the

two designs have nearly identical total AIHPs.

Cascade would follow HYLIFE-II and SiC-He/TOK due to its high

life-cycle waste volume and relatively high total AIHP. If the LiAlO2

granules are limited to a single year of irradiation (due to rapid 6 L i

burnup), then all components would qualify for shallow land burial.

An extension of the granule lifetime, however, would necessitate

disposal by means other than shallow land burial.

The Prometheus-H and PCA-Li/TOK designs have, by far, the

worst waste-disposal characteristics. Although each design is

fairly average in terms of its life-cycle waste volume, both designs

would require use of deep geologic disposal. Prometheus-H would

have less volume by a factor of fifteen, but its intensity would be as

high as the waste from PCA-Li/TOK.

Although quantitative integration of the classes of hazard is not

attempted in the present work, some qualitative trends seem quite
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obvious without the need for weighting of the classes of hazard. The

Osiris design has the best overall performance as the best (or tied

for best) performer in each of the classes of hazard. The PCA-Li/TOK

and Prometheus-H designs appear at or near the bottom of each of

the classes, and thus these are the worst overall performers. The

remaining designs, Cascade, HYLIFE-II, SiC-He/TOK, and SOMBRERO

are in the middle of the pack, and thus their overall performance

depends on subjective decisions about the relative importance of the

three classes of hazard. The biggest uncertainty is for the Cascade

design: depending upon radionuclide release fractions, it could be

either at the top or bottom of the middle of the pack.

Among only the IFE designs, Osiris shows the best overall

potential performance. Prometheus-H is the worst overall

performer. Cascade, HYLIFE-II, and SOMBRERO fall somewhere

between Osiris and Prometheus-H.

9 .3  Recommended design features

Three advantageous design features have become apparent

through the present work. These features, where possible, should be
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incorporated into new designs as well as into modified versions of

any of the designs that have been analyzed.

The most obvious design feature that has proven to be

advantageous is the use of low-activation materials such as

composites and ceramics. In all cases, with the exception of 76A s

from the LiAlO2  granules, composites and ceramics have not

contributed significantly to accident doses, occupational dose rates,

or the need for deep geologic disposal. Such materials offer the

possibility for avoiding the generation of many of the troublesome

radionuclides that are generated in other materials. It should be

noted, however, that composites and ceramics have made significant

contributions to the life-cycle waste volumes of several of the

designs. This potential drawback to their widespread use can be

mitigated through the development of high-lifetime materials.

The second advantageous design feature is the use of a thick-

liquid protection system. The attractiveness of this feature is

evident when comparisons are made between the PCA-Li/TOK and

HYLIFE-II designs. Although both designs use stainless steels that

are fairly similar in composition (HYLIFE-II uses SS304 and PCA-

Li/TOK uses PCA, which is a modified version of stainless steel type
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316), the hazards associated with the first wall and blanket of each

design are quite different.

Although similar assumptions were made for the two designs

regarding the temperature and duration of a typical loss-of-coolant

accident, such temperatures probably could not be achieved in

HYLIFE-II due to the relatively low afterheat of its first wall and

blanket. A reduction in the HYLIFE-II release fractions to account for

the relatively small amount of afterheat would result in

significantly lower early and chronic doses.

Although the HYLIFE-II contact dose rates are high enough to

preclude near-chamber access, they are four to six orders of

magnitude below those for the PCA-Li/TOK design.

Major advantages that can be achieved through the use of a thick-

liquid blanket are readily demonstrated in the waste-disposal

indices. Since the HYLIFE-II first wall is shielded from most of the

damaging high-energy neutrons, it can easily last for the lifetime of

the power plant. The PCA-Li/TOK first wall, however, must be

changed-out about every three years due to excessive radiation

damage. In terms of the quantity and intensity of waste that fails to

qualify for shallow land burial, HYLIFE-II is superior to PCA-Li/TOK
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by a factor of 670 or more (HYLIFE-II wastes, if mixed, would

qualify entirely for shallow land burial). Finally, the total AIHP for

HYLIFE-II is more than three orders of magnitude lower than that for

PCA-Li/TOK.

The final design feature that leads to a significant advantage in

the integrated hazard is the use of materials that need not be

changed-out during the power plant lifetime. These “lifetime

components” not only reduce the life-cycle waste volume of a given

design, but they also can lead to significant economic savings. A

power plant that does not need to be taken down every few years in

order to change-out its first wall and/or blanket is likely to have a

higher capacity factor. Plants with higher capacity factors will

generate higher revenues. Additionally, the use of lifetime

components suggests that a given power plant could be designed to

make less use of remote maintenance equipment and require less

hands-on access to activated equipment. Less remote maintenance

equipment and less occupational exposure to radiation translate into

cost savings. Although economics has not been considered in the

present work, common sense suggests that lifetime components
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have the potential to offer significant cost savings and/or increased

revenues.

9 .4  Directions for future research

The results of the present work suggest directions for future

research. Such recommendations are based not only upon directions

that could yield the best possible designs (and thus, enable fusion to

achieve its full potential with respect to environmental and safety

perspectives), but they are also based upon directions which have

demonstrated the possibility of offering a large return for a given

investment. That is, the issues with the highest leverage should be

of the most interest to the fusion community.

The accident doses and the resulting early and cancer fatalities

that were calculated for the three sets of radionuclide release

fractions highlight the tremendously important task of obtaining

accurate release fractions. Over the last decade, a series of

experiments, performed at INEL, have measured oxidation-driven

mobilization of materials as a function of temperature. These

experiments have been performed for only a very limited set of

materials (all of interest for the ITER) under a limited set of
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conditions. Materials of potentially great importance to fusion

power plants such as silicon carbide, carbon composites, lead, Flibe,

concrete, sodium, and lithium have not been included in the

experiments. A better understanding of release fractions requires

that experiments such as those conducted at INEL be expanded to

include many more materials. Such experiments would enable future

comparative analyses like the present work to calculate release

fractions using time-dependent temperature models.

Not only must the experiments be expanded to include additional

materials, they also must include the mobilization of activation

products. For example, if silicon carbide were to be tested, it should

include some quantity of sodium to simulate the 22Na and 24Na that

would be present in a component that has been activated. One

possibility for conducting such simulations could be to simply use

samples that have been exposed to 14 MeV neutrons. Potential

problems with such a scheme are the generation of 14 MeV neutrons

and the requirement to handle activated materials which would

contaminate the experimental equipment.

Another possible method for simulating the mobilization of

activated materials would be to use samples that have been doped
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with trace quantities of stable isotopes. The addition of stable 23N a

to a silicon carbide sample, for example, could reveal valuable

information regarding the mobilization of 22Na and 24Na.

Another high-leverage area of research is in the development and

characterization of materials. Experiments with neutron irradiation

of key fusion materials to fluences and DPA relevant to power plants

will provide essential data. Structural materials must be irradiated

and tested for changes in their strength, brittleness, and swelling.

Accurate ES&H analyses require knowledge of the lifetime of each

component that will be exposed to radiation. Not only are material

lifetimes a function of integrated fluence and DPA, but they may

depend upon dose rates effects as well. Irradiation of materials will

also aid in the determination of impurity concentrations and can

potentially lead to the development of high-lifetime low-activation

materials. Finally, such experiments would supply information that

could be used to validate data libraries such as those used for

neutron transport and activation calculations.

The experimental verification of sequential charged-particle

reactions would be quite beneficial to the fusion community. Such

experiments could validate the PCROSS code and its data libraries
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and also might aid in the determination of conditions under which

sequential charged-particle reactions should be considered.

Currently, without a method for determining the potential

importance of (x,n) reactions in any given calculation, they must be

included in all calculations. Related experiments have been planned

for the Rotating Tritium Neutron Source (RTNS) at the University of

California at Berkeley.

9 .5  Improvements to the calculational methodology

The calculational methodology and the system of computer codes,

RADSAFE, that have been used in the present work represent a

significant advancement over previous work in the field. They do not,

however, represent a complete set of methods and tools for the

accurate assessment of radiological hazards -- a number of key

improvements can and should be made.

The largest single improvement to the methodology can be made

in the area of radionuclide release fractions. Although accurate

release fractions will require much more experimental data than are

currently available, significant advances could be made in this area

through the use of two- and three-dimensional transient heat-
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transfer calculations (even one-dimensional calculations would be

of some use). Rather than making many assumptions about the

chemical composition of a given material and about its mobility, a

transient heat-transfer calculation, in conjunction with

experimental mobilization data, could be used to estimate release

fractions more accurately and thus to obtain a more accurate

estimate of accident consequences. Even without additional

mobilization data, transient heat-transfer calculations could

improve the accuracy of estimated release fractions.

Once transient heat-transfer capabilities have been added to the

methodology, some type of transient chemical-reaction kinetics

package could be added as well. Such a package could provide time-

dependent inventories of chemical compounds (such as potentially

volatile oxides). This information could be used to further refine the

estimated release fractions and could be used to distinguish

between several sets of doses -- one for each chemical compound

that a given radionuclide is likely to be found in during and after an

accident.

Future work should strongly consider expansion of the dose

library that was created with the MACCS2 code. Although the IDCF2
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module used by MACCS2 includes nearly 400 radionuclides, only

about 250 radionuclides were available in all of the libraries used

by the code. Thus, early and chronic doses have been calculated for

only about 250 radionuclides. Potentially important radionuclides

such as 210Po are not included in this subset of 250 radionuclides

(doses for 210Po and seven other radionuclides that were deemed to

be of potential importance were scaled from previously published

results). Expansion of the dose library would decrease the risk that a

key radionuclide has been overlooked.

Finally, future work must consider economics. Ultimately, it is

likely that trade-offs among designs and among hazard classes will

be decided by economics. For example, a minor increase in accident

consequences or waste-disposal burden might be deemed acceptable

if the trade-off is a significant reduction in the cost of electricity.

Cost-benefit analyses will almost certainly be used to ascertain

which components and subcomponents should be replaced with more

expensive but less hazardous materials (similar to ALARA practices

used today). Costs must also be considered in areas such as waste

disposal. One would not necessarily strive to make all components
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disposable via shallow land burial if the cost savings per unit

volume does not justify the cost of design changes.
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Appendix A. Materials

All activation calculations that have been performed in the

present work have had to specify materials compositions. The

following tables, listed here in alphabetical order, give both the

compositions that have been used as well as the source of these

compositions. Each table lists the material, the reference from

which the composition was taken, the density, and the material

composition by weight percent.

Material: Ba-doped concrete

Source: Osiris/SOMBRERO Report [1]

Density: 3.8 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

H 0.56 B 1.04
O 33.8 F 0.23
Na 1.21 Mg 0.23
A l 0.64 S i 3.31
S 9.15 K 0.0100
Ca 6.26 Mn 0.0200
Fe 2.19 Ni 1.32
Cu 0.22 Zn 0.66
Ba 40.13 Nb 0.0200
Mo 0.0800
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Material: Carbon/carbon composite

Source: Osiris/SOMBRERO Report [1]

Density: 1.7 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

B 0.0002 C 99.999
Na 0.0010 Mg 0.0001
A l 0.0004 S i 0.0021
S 0.0001 Ca 0.0022
T i 0.0001 V 0.0001
Fe 0.0003 Pb 0.0007

Material: Common lead

Source: HYLIFE-II Progress Report [2]

Density: 11.4 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

Cu 0.01 Ag 0.05
Sb 0.15 Pb 99.59
B i 0.20
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Material: Concrete

Source: Profio [3]

Density: 2.3 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

H 1.0 C 0.1
O 52.7 Na 1.6
Mg 0.2 A l 3.4
S i 33.6 K 1.3
Ca 4.4 Sc 0.1
T i 0.1 Fe 1.4
Ni 0.1

Material: FeCrV

Source: ESECOM Report [4]

Density: 8.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

C 0.11 N 0.015
A l 0.043 S i 0.3
P 0.007 S 0.015
T i 0.003 V 1.5
Cr 2.4 Mn 0.3
Fe 95.13 Ni 0.05
Cu 0.04 Mo 0.02
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Material: Flibe w/ 10 wppm tantalum impurity

Source: Toma [5]

Density: 2.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

L i 14.1 Be 9.1
C 0.001 N 0.001
F 76.8 Na 0.0042
S 0.0005 Cr 0.0019
Fe 0.0166 Ni 0.0026
Ta 0.0010

Material: LiAlO2

Source: BCSS Final Report [6]

Density: 2.5 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

L i 10.4842 Be 0.0010
B 0.0010 O 48.3423
Na 0.0050 A l 40.7585
P 0.0500 Cl 0.0100
K 0.0500 Ca 0.0030
T i 0.0030 V 0.0030
Cr 0.0030 Mn 0.0010
Fe 0.0030 Co 0.0030
Ni 0.0020 Cu 0.0010
Zn 0.0500 As 0.0500
Sr 0.1000 Zr 0.0100
Mo 0.0030 Ag 0.0010
Cd 0.0100 Sn 0.0300
Sb 0.0100 Ba 0.0100
Pb 0.0010 B i 0.0010
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Material: LiO2

Source: Osiris/SOMBRERO Report [1]

Density: 2.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %
6L i 39.61991 7L i 4.86447
Be 0.0001 B 0.0001
C 0.0100 N 0.0002
O 55.4649 F 0.0000001
Na 0.0060 Mg 0.0010
A l 0.0050 S i 0.0050
S 0.0000001 Cl 0.0010
K 0.0020 Ca 0.0100
T i 0.0010 V 0.0001
Cr 0.0001 Mn 0.0001
Fe 0.0050 Co 0.0000002
Ni 0.0010 Cu 0.0010
Zn 0.0010 As 0.0000001
Br 0.0000001 Zr 0.0001
Mo 0.0000001 Cd 0.0000001
Sn 0.0001 Sb 0.0001
Ba 0.0005 Pb 0.0000001
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Material: LiO2

Source: ESECOM Report [4]

Density: 2.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

L i 46.58 O 53.33
Na 0.005 A l 0.002
S i 0.001 Cl 0.01
K 0.037 Ca 0.021
Mn 0.002 Ni 0.002
Cu 0.0006 Pb 0.008

Material: Mild steel

Source: Osiris/SOMBRERO Report [1]

Density: 8.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

C 0.0200 N 0.0070
S i 0.31 P 0.0160
S 0.0400 K 0.0004
Mn 0.52 Fe 98.747
Ni 0.0060 Cu 0.16
Ba 0.0002 Nb 0.0001
Mo 0.0003
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Material: PCA

Source: ESECOM Report [4]

Density: 8.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

B 0.005 C 0.005
N 0.01 A l 0.03
S i 0.5 P 0.01
S 0.005 K 0.0003
T i 0.3 V 0.1
Cr 14. Mn 2.
Fe 64.88 Co 0.03
Ni 16. Cu 0.02
As 0.02 Zr 0.005
Nb 0.03 Mo 2.
Ag 0.0001 Cd 0.0002
Sn 0.005 Sb 0.001
Ba 0.001 Tb 0.001
Ta 0.01 W 0.05
I r 0.001 Pb 0.001
B i 0.001

Material: SiC

Source: ESECOM Report [4]

Density: 3.2 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

C 29.95 S i 70.05
Fe 0.0011 Co 0.00003
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Material: SS304

Source: J. D. Lee [7]

Density: 8.0 g/cm3

Element Weight % Element Weight %

B 0.005 C 0.2
N 0.06 A l 0.03
S i 0.4 P 0.04
S 0.016 V 0.005
Cr 19. Fe 70.
Co 0.016 Ni 10.
Cu 0.03 Zn 0.003
As 0.02 Se 0.005
Zr 0.005 Ag 0.0001
Cd 0.0002 Sn 0.005
Sb 0.001 Ta 0.005
W 0.01 Pb 0.001
B i 0.001
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